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SPECIAL IDEAS

Special Ideas is a handbook of Ideas written fOf the classroom teacher to use with
the mainstreamed learning disabled student, the I.nderachlever, and the slow

leamer.
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Special Ideas is a composite of practical strategies and techniques
assembled for the primary-grade teacher's use with the learning disabled
student. slow leamer. and underachiever. The focal point of this material is the
basic skills of reading. math. spelling. handwriting. and general ideas on
classroom management. behavior management. and motivation. The purpose of
the material is to provide the classroom~eacher with practical ideas that may
serve

as a guide to help the teacher adapt anG'or modify the curriculum.

the

materials, and the methods of instruction to the needs of the special child. The
sources for these ideas include personal experiences. a variety of periodicals
and other educational materials. Many of the ideas are written to help the child

who learns best by using a specific mode such as visually. auditorially. or by
tactile-kinesthetic methods.
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INTRODUCTION
In November. 1975. The Education for all Handicapped Children /4d (Public
Law 94: 142) was puHd by COt9....

nu law required the placement of

handicapped children Into the least rH1rictiv. environment and as a r• .ut many
children who were in self-contained claurooma w.r. slowly malnatr.amect into
cI..... with their ~ peers.

BecauM regular cI.....oom t.achers had neither training nor Ixperience

with the handic:ippId child they werl faced with an overwhelming task. They

soon recognized a need for advicI on the management and educational nelds
of their special children.
A Ib.Idy produced by Ganschow. Wlber. and Oavis (1984) reported the
following:

It would be Ixpected that state education agenciIs (SEAs) would have

rlvised c:ertIfIcation requir'lMnts. that would prepare lIementary/ucondary

teachlra to"'"' the intent of P.L. 94-142. However. rlClnt lUrVeyS haVI
Ihown that SEAl have not necnsariIy assuned that r.aponaIbiIIty (p. 74).
In 1980. one IUCh survlY showed that only ten states required a course on

IxceptionaIitiIs for the regular education tralnM.
In 1984. a queltionairl was sent to 00II'IITIiIII0n of education or their

dIaIgnHa in all 50 states. RIIUItI of the surv.y showed that 14 SEAs had
no apecIfic CII1ification requirlmlnts; 17 SEAs rlqlired one course on
exc:eptIonaIitis; 2 SEAs had one required course perdng; 2 SEAl had a
~

rlqlirll'l'ent; 7 SEAs had apecIfic guidelines; and 8 SEAs made

gInIraI refer.nce to COfI1)etencils about handicIps in their guidelines.

TheM ~ raise IIrioua questions abcU how activlly SEAl are
comiiilled to ensuring quality Iduc8IIon for .~onaIlumIra (Ganschow
It aI., 1984, p. 75).
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Ganshow el al. (1984) also found thai these SEAs which had sel guidelines
could not ' rigorously enforce the compliance' of educational Institutions to
provide their students with the appropriate educational experiences. Often
regular education students only had opportunities to get a sample of
'exceptionallties' in an introductory educational psychology course.
Although the SEAs have made progress. the problem remains,·te3chers are

not adequately trained to cope with the problem of educating the exceptional
children In theit' classrooms.
During the Identical period of time that Ganschow. Weber. and Davis were
conducting their study, the Kentucl<y Teacher Preparation and Certification
Handbook (1984,85 edition) revealed thai Kentucl<y's program of preparation for
the Provisional Elementary Certificate consisted of six semester hours of study in
Human Growth and Development and Learning Theory. The handbook states
that this six hour component shall include the following:
Preparation In an amount approximating 2 semester hours shall consist of the
study of principles and procedures for adapting.educational programs to
accomodale the integration of exceptional children in the regular classroom
to include: the Identificaiton of educationally relevent characteristics of gifted
and those

wit., intellectual. emotional. physical, speech. language. auditory.

and visual disabilities; utilization of relevant spocial educaiton methods and
malerials; modification of the cuniculum and classroom environment; and
utilization of supportive services and personnel. including reSOUlce teachers

(p. 47).
These few hours of study of the exceptional' child have failed to give Kentucl<y
teachers sufficient answers to the many problems of the special children in their
integrated classrooms. Campbell. Dobson. and Bost (1985) in a study of
educators perceptions of behavior problems of mainstreamed students make the
following statement concerning the need for educators to be provided with
appropriate information and techniques: ' One might hypothesize that
inappropriate behavior of mentally handicapped students In the mainstreamed
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envirorvnents is perpetuated by educators who have not internalized information
for working with handicapped children" (p. 302).
Campbell. Dobson and Bost (1985) c:onduded their study with the following
statements:
The results of this study indicate that the diversity of educators who work with
children in the schooi setting need to acquire skills relative to dealing with
behavior problems of both handicapped and nonhandicapped students In an
equitable and appropriate mllnner. Teacher training institutions must
prepare educators to effectively deal with the behavior problems of
handicapped and nonhandicapped students. Colleges and universities
cannot continue to prepare educators as though they will encounter a
homogeneous group of students. Preparing all types of educators to function
effectively in mainstreamed environments necessitates providing information
and opportunities for internalization of fechniques in managing the behavior
of all students. both those with identified special needs and the so-called
'normal' students. Educators may then be able to provide a learning
environment conducive to increasing student achievement and selfdiscipline (p. 302-303).
Because most regular "mainstream" educators lack the training and
experience needed to develop tha best strategies and techniques for teaching
the special child. this author senses that teachers need a source of practical
information and ideas to supplement their present knowledge and understanding
of children and their needs. At the present time very little material. which presents
practical ideas in an eas)<-to-read format for use with the special child. is
available to teachers. Therefor.e. the information herein is written principally for
primary-grade teachers who are working with malnstreamed learning disabled
students. the underachievers. and/or the slow learners (special children).
However. many of the ideas and activit/es may be used or adapted for use by the
teacher in the Intermediate grades.
This material is not proposed to replace the curriculum of the special student.
but to serve as a guide for adapting and modifying the curriculum. the materials.
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and the methods of instruction to the needs of the special student. It is not meant
to be a panacea to all the problems of special children as that would be an
impossible task since· all children are different and all have varying needs.
The primary purpose of this material is to provide the classroom teacher with
specifiC practical ideas that have worked for others. It is hoped that these ideas
will stimulate the teacher to use what she· already knows about children and
how they learn and to adapt that knowledge to the needs of the special child in
the regular dassroom setting. The focal point of this writing will be on the basic
skills of math and readingllanguage arts at the primary level. However. a
composite of general ideas on dassroom management. behavior management.
and motivation will be included.

_Ie

"ThIs _ , a,"'-Iedges u.. standard pradlta of using a masculine pronoun _
and ~

H_,. lint. u..

majo<lIy of primary I_han ar.

refarrlng 10 both male and lomale lAIachItS.

,o!errlng 10 both malu

a farrinlna pronoun win be uMd_

POTPOURRI OF IDEAS
It is difficult to define all the key influences for creating a successful situation
for the main streamed learning disabled student. the underachiever and the slow
leamer. However. some of the factors might Include capitalizing on the student's
strengths. social and academic. while working to remediate his weaknesses;
providing support services and inservice training; a positive attitude shown by the
teacher and the peers; and altering the methods and materials. This alteration of
the methods and materials should not be to the degree that they are so different
as to alienate the student from his dassmates (Holland. 1980).
Because the student may have a short attention span the materials may need
to be broken down into basic elements and planned according to the student's
individual needs. This is not to imply that a one-to-one approach is needed.
however. it does mean that the student needs to receive daily instruction tailored
to his educational needs (Mercer and Mercer. 1981).
After the skills are divided into the basic elements they should be taught in
sequential order and spaced so that one skill is mastered successfully before the
next skill is presented. -As the student experiences success his confidence will
grow and he will be motivated to attempt the next skill" (Woodward.1981. p . 51).
The teacher should be extra patient and should give extra encouragement to the
child who is trying to be independent (D'Zamko and Hedges. 1985).
Since the student will remember more quickly and easily the lesson concepts
that are related to ideas that are already familiar to him. the teacher should make
a conscious effort to discover the interests of the student and relate the lesson
concepts to those interests. When the student can associate new information to
previously learned information he is more likely to remember the new. In other
wcrds. -Learning is built on combining bits and pieces of past experiences with
n{fW

information- (D'Zamko and Hedges. 1985. p.15).
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Lead the students to use as many of their senses as possible during the
instruction process, during the time of teacher-directed practice, and during the
time of independent practice. Since children may learn best visually, or
auditorially, or by tactile-kinesthetic methods, or by a combination of any of these,
the use of several modes of instruction and reinforcement will bring more
assurance that learning will take place. If the teacher uses several modes and is
observant of her special children she may be able to detect the student who
learns best by each mode or combination of modes.
Spirit master pages must be clearly printed for the child with perceptual
problems. Also, make sure his pages are simple with only a few problems per
page. Often larger print is helpful (O'Zamko and Hedges, 1985).
The stimulus value of material can be increased by enlarging the size of the
print, using color cues, underlining important words or ideas, using highlighting
mari<ers, and using configurations (O'Zamko and Hedges, 1985). If a paper or
worl<sheet seems to be too "busy" or distrac;til1g to the child, the child can
sometimes be helped to concentrate on the paper by blocking it off or folding it to
show only one row at a time (Grabow, 1978). Since too much print can cause
confusion limiting the amount of print on a page often helps improve attention and
retention (O'Zamko and Hedges, 1985).
A tape recorder or Language Master' could benefit students who have poor
reading skills and those who learn auditorially. Auditory stimulation can also be
increased by using rhyme and music to teach a skill. Examples are the use of the
Alphabet Song; calling attention to rhythms such as clapping for the number of
syllables in a word ; and by varying volume. An illustration of varying volume is
given by one teacher who, as he lectures or explains material, shouts key words
as he walks around the room. For example, "Truman became president after

Roosevelt " (O'Zamko and Hedges, 1985, p. 7).

"TM Languog. 1Aast., SY*m C _ 01 an audlocard and _ modi... which _'" ItIe Cat'" Tho
oudIocard Is ~..taIy.1ghI by _

__ 1_"'"

...1Ies """ _ pIc1ura or _

vI-r pr_UOn on \he tcp ponlon 01

ItIe C&Id and _ com'ApoIICIng _10 pr~ on _1Irtp of maQNllc ,..orclng ' - _title boIIom. Tho
audlocatd Into "'" maCIIiN, _
\ha vIIu_~ and II ..... 10 \he audio pfUWllJon.
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Children can be encouraged to create tunes or rhymes when they need to
learn lists of items such as the names of the months or days of the week (Hayes,
1975). For example, -On Sunday I rest, On Monday I do my best. On Tuesday I
run a race, On Wednesday I wash my face ... - and so forth.
-Because of poor auditory discrimination, learning-disabled students need to
sit on the side near the front so they can hear all the sounds clearly , to eliminate
garbled messages from instructions and lectures- (Washburn, 1979, p . 12). Aides
or tutors could be used to tape record instuctions and lectures for the distractible
students.
Use of tactile-kinesthetic cues are important to some learners. Tactile
materials provide stimulation through use of textured surfaces and kinesthetic
cues involve the tensions and relaxation of muscles. When we use tactile cues,
kinesthetic factors operate also. As the child is instructed to trace over or feel the
textured surface he uses the tension and relaxation of his muscles. These two
cues together provide a memory pattern of how the shape is formed . assisting the
child in recreating the form later, or in identifying it when he sees it (Hayes, 1975).
Using a Single sheet of newsprint over ordinary window screening or nylon net.
and writing with a crayon or pencil, provides good tactile-kinesthetic practice.
This idea can also be used with older children who are working on spelling, math
combinations, or similar tasks (Hayes, 1975).
Other tactile-kinesthetic materials are the salt or meal tray and the clay pan.
A thin layer of salt, meal, Kool-Aid or other grainy material is placed in a tray, box
lid, or shallow pan. The child -writes- with a fingertip, with the movement of the
coarse-textures providing tactile and kinesthetic stimulation. The clay pan should
contain ordinary plastic-type modeling clay rolled flat in the pan where the child
uses a stylus or pencil tor writing (Hayes, 1975).
Some learning disabled students learn best when learning is reinforced by
touch; give them things to handle and feel in order to enhance memory
(Washburn, 1979). Examples of this method of reinforcement will follow in later
chapters.
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By arranging chairs in a semicircle the teaeller will be able to maintain visual
contact with her students during instruction and will be able to continuously
observe the students to make sure they are paying attention. Her physical
proximity will enable the students to see and hear her easily and will also help
the teacher's awareness of a student's daydreaming or looking away. A toucl'l
may be used to regain the student's attention. Cue words are also helpful. "Get
your ears (eyes) ready:; " listen:; "Look: and "Are you ready?" are directions
that help the student focus his attention (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).
When the teacher Is ready to give directions or instructions she must spell

them out in full detail without leaving out a !ogi!:al step however trivial and
obvious it may appear to an adult or a normal child (Kinsboume and Capla....
1979).
Understanding and remembering directions are frequent problems. Some
hints that might be helpful include the following:
1. Use short brief directions.
2. Use consistent language.
3. Write directions or steps on the eIlalkboard or a poster.
4. Altemate the use of colors for each step in a series of directions.
5. Record directions on a cassette tape.
6. Use diagrams or pictorial illustrations.
7. Provide a completed ex~e (O'Zamko and Hedges, 1985, pp. 7-8).
To make direction sheets easier to read and understand, use pictures to
indicate the tools or implements needed for a particular step (A1ella, 1984). To
ensure that the special student understands the directions and can follow them
appropriately, the teacher may ask the student to model the task before being
required to complete the assignment. If the c:tllid appears to have difficulty
organizing material. it may be helpful to encourage him to devise a checklist
approach to work In this manner, the student can list the assignments that need

to be completed and can physically check eaell item off the list as it Is CQnl)Ieted
(Monitored Study Centers, 1986).
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Some children may have difficulty completing even one page. Instruct the
child to go to a certain point only. When that point !S reached. the child will
experience personlll satisfaction as well as a feeling of success (Grabow. 1978).
Gradulall)' encourage the child to complete more and more work until he can
finish a total page in one sitting.
Adapting and controlling the physical arrangement of the classroom can be
important toward behavior management. The environment of the classroom
should be controlled so that unessential noise is limited. Some students will
attend to their work better in a carrel. Carrels can be made from a three-panel
screen cut from a cardboard box (D'Zamko and Hedges, 1985). Other children
may need to have their desks close to the teacher's desk fOf convenience. The
teacher can then quietly give extra help with directions, see that assignments ~et
started correctly. help find the place In a book. control behaviOf. Of lessen
distractions (Grabow. 1978).
FOf the distractible child "special consideration should be given to
arrangement of desks, reduction of open spaces. designation of traffic patterns.
and establishment of routines. limitatiO('lS. and expectations" (Banbury. 1984. p.

21). Having this child seated away from extraneous noises and confusion should
minimize auditOfy and visual distractions (Banbury. 1984).
Remember that the child often does not understand what is expected Of how
to act in a social situation. Once you have claimed his Of her attention, keep your
requests simple; ask one thing at a time and eyplain any changes in your regular
routine in advance (Grabow. 1978).
When distractions do occur igOOfe them as much as possible and reward the
studenfs complying behaviOfS. For example. the child who talks out during class
should be igOOfed completely with no response given to his behaviOf. However.
when he raises his hand during a discussion. he should be given immediate
recognition and praise fOf this behaviOf. This method will be effective only if
teacher attention is reinforcing to the student. Peer attention to the inappropriate
bahaviOf may also need to be controlled (Mercer and Mercer. 1981).
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The teacher can call attention to appropriate behavior by commenting on
behavior she would like to see modeled: "Jimmy raised his hand today instead of
talking out. so I will answer his question first. " The student will tend to follow the
example of the model and will learn the behaviors which have positive
consequences (Mercer and Mercer. 198 1).
Likewise the teacher will want to "ignore out"of"seat behavior and give verbal
praise to students who remain in their seats. Students who remain seated during
work periods may be rewarded by being allowed to participate in a game
involving movement (musical chairs. kick ball)" (Mercer and Mercer. 1981. p . 21).
Since the child needs to feel wanted. worthy and loved. he needs to hear
poSitive feedback about the things he can do and he needs to be sincerely
complimented several times each day. When he sees how much praise can be
won for right actions. other problems will decrease (Grabow. 1978).
If teacher attention is not reinforcing to the student the teacher might try some
type of token reinforcement. One example of token reinforcement follows: Cut
out a silhouette of the child and include a large pocket on the front. Put the
silhouette on a bulletin board or tape it on the wall. Whenever the child exhibits
appropriate behavior drop a token or chip into the pocket. If inappropiate
behavior is displayed such as "out of seat: "talking out: or "use of swear words:
remove a chip from the pocket. At the end of the day the student can exchange
the tokens for a reinforcing activity such as free time. playing a game. or watching
a filmstrip (Mercer and Mercer. 1981).
The very active child might need periodic breaks which would allow him to
get out of his seat to move around or leave the room . These breaks could be
given as errands to run for the teacher (Mercer and Mercer. 1981). These special
children also depend heavily on realistic encouragement. However. one must
remember that children are sensitive to deceit and exaggeration but need the
realistic encouragement (Kinsbourne and Caplan. 1979).
Be creative and use a wide variety of verbal reinforcers such as the following:
"Jason. you sure knew the topic of that story."
"Kim. that's excelll)nt adding."
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-April , that's super spelling:
'Kevin, you're great with short vowels.Hand in hand with praise must go firmness . The extremely active child will
experiment with many situations, therefore, a firm explanatiun as to why
something cannot be done is essential (Grabow, 1978).
It is signifICant that the child feel needed and important, consequently, the
teacher should remind herself to write -Good WOrld ,- -Nice Try! ,- or some other
positive encouragement on each paper, rather than only the number completed
incorrectly (Grabow, 1978).
Feedback, verbal and written, is essential. -Without feedback , the student is
unable to determine whether a response is correct or incorrect. With feedback,
the student can check his responses and make the changes necessary for
learning- (Mercer and Mercer, 1981 , p . 17). When asked to answer a question,
learning disabled children often need more time to think than other children.
Pressure often causes them to falter, therefore , the patience the teacher shows in
waiting can enable the student to retrieve the answer (Grabow, 1978). Prompting
also helps the student a!"ld eases some of the pressure.
Wilson and Wesson (1986) advocate using the demonstrate, prompt,
practice , test, review, and feedback model of instruction and indicate that it is
.help'lul to the learning disabled student. -Increasing the use of demonstration
(modeling the correct response) and prompting (giving hints that lead to correct
responding) during teacher-led time by using concrete and meaningful examples
facilitates concept acquisition and is a critical step for learning disabled students(Wilson and Wesson , 1986, p. 16).
Sometimes children are reluctant or embarrassed to ask for help before the
entire class. A small card with the words -, need a little help- can be used as a.n
alternative to raising the hand and will not be as noticeable to the other children
(Aiella, 1984).
Often testing is a problem for the learning disabled student. Sometimes the
child can respond verbally but is not ready to read a question and respond with a
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written answer. Arranging a test that could t>e answered orally or even on a tape
recorder could solve the testing problem (Grabow. 1978).
Since an average twenty-five minute assignment may take the learning
disabled student up to three hours to complete. any homework assignments for
the special child should be reduced to whatever the child can do in fifteen to thirty
minutes (Grabow. 1978).
If a child cannot work independently he may be taught independence by
using the following five-step model of Cognitive Behavior Modification for self
instruction:
1. The instuctorm odels the task performance as he describes what he is
doing.

2. The learner performs the task as the instructor describes it.

3. Again. the learner performs the task as he talks himself through it.
4. The learner performs the task once again while whispering the description
to himself.

5. Finally. the learner performs the task with covert self instruction (Monitored
Study Centers. 1986).
Often pupils make reversals or inversions such as: (1) Reading from right to
left instead of the normal left to right sequence. e.g .• was for saw. or pot for top .
(2) Reading leiters in reverse. e.g .. d for Q or P for

g . (3) Making partial

reversals in words (the letters within words). e.g .• ant for
within sentences. e.g .. The

nat

(4) Reversing words

rat chased the cat . instead Of. The cat

chased the

rat .
The following recommendations may be considered in lIle remediation
process:
A. Emphasize left to right in everything.

1. Cover words with a card so that the word or sentence can be read as it is
uncovered. The student may find it helpful to make a window marker such as the
one shown below. The child uses it as he would a regular marker. but lets the
lines of print show through the ~"ot.
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2. Underline the word while sounding the word or underline the senlence
as it is being read.

3. Teach the child 10 use his hand in a lellio righl movemenl across the
page while reading.
4. Draw arrows pointing lett 10 right under words he rr.ighl reverse.
B. Have the pupil make 8 112' X 3' word cards and lei him trace those
troublesome words with Ihe index and middle fingers (both al once) while he
sounds the paris of the words. Next. have him write the words from memory.

C. Use flashcards 10 give practice on difficult words.
D. Lei the child use a typewriter to enable him 10 see each word formed from
lellio riOhl.
E. Pair the leiters which are causing diffietAty. such as p and

q . then lei the

pupil trace the leiters with his Index and middle fingers sounding each leiter as it
is traced.
F. If whole words are reversed the leacher can have the pupil trace a Vlor~
several times. and then altempllo write it from memory.
G. Have the pupil manipulale 3-dimensionallelters on a magnetic board 10
form words commonly ; .. "ersed.
H. Write commonly reversed words in pairs (was-saw. net-len. war-raw.
trap-part. etc.) . Use one word in a senlence then ask the pupil to point to. or wrile
the word used.

I. Use a colored leiter at the beginning of commonly confused words.
However. be sure to discontinue this practice as soon as the word no longer
presents any difficulty for the child (Ekwall. 1970).
A few ideas on motivation have previously been mentioned in this writing.
however. it Is felt that leachers need to have many 'tricks In the bag' to pull

out as
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the need arises. The following ideas have been found to be successful by some
educators:
1. For the student who avoids academic tasks, let him choose an activity
or activities from a variety of activities within a certain skill area. This allows the
student to think he selected his own wor1< and that It was not forced upon him.
Another method Is to let the student ~ete his tasks In various ways, such as
using a red pen or wor1<lng In a different area of the classroom. Also, a variety of
stimuli. such as the tape recorder; Language Master; and manipulative materials.
may be used to maintain the student's attention to the task (Mercer and Mercer,
1981).
2. Another method of incentive for the student who avoids his ta:iks is to
"give him a wori<sheet with the first few problems already completed" (Mercer and
Mercer, 1981, p. 121).
3. Provide a reward, shortly after an academic task has been assigned,
for those students who have started the work and have completed several
problems. The student who avoids tasks will be encouraged to become more
involved (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).
4. Let the studert select a task then set a rezlistic goal. Every day record
the child's progress toward that goal and then reward him when It is achieved. To
make him feel proud of his accomplishments, point out the student's progress
every day (Mercer and Mercer, 1981). Consider the child who never completes
his math wOO< for an example of this method of reinforcement. On Monday
discuss with him and set a goal for the nl.mber of problems he thinks he can
~ete

that day. At this same time encourage him to set a higher goal for each

succeeding day of that week. Be sure the goals are realistic for him. As the daily
goals are reached, chart his progress for all to see and discuss, then present the
reward at the end of the week when the goal Is achieved.
5. "Provide success activities and limit failure as much as possible"
(Mercer and Mercer, 1981 , p. 123).
6. The teacher should move physically closer to the student when he
~:.s

a task interference behavior, such as looking out the window. This will
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make the student aware of the teacher's presence. Also, modeling may be used
to produce appropriate behavior. This is attained by pairing the student with a
productive worker (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).
7. Making some academic tasks look more difficult than they really are
can help the student gain seH-confidence. When he successfully completes a
task he thought was very difficult he will feel good about himseH (Mercer and
Mercer, 1981).
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8. Provide immediate feedback to the student alld help reduce the
practice of his errors by USing seH-correcting materials. Often a student will avoid
a task for the purpose of avoiding failure, however, with seH-correcting materials
the student can immediately correct his responses without his failure being

known to others (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).

9. 'Present academic tasks in game formats, such as start-to-finish races
or card playing' (Mercer and Mercer, 1981 . p. 121).
10. Let the student who .,ften avoids academic tasks select the reinforC8l'S
(Wdson and Wesson, 1986).

11 . Offer group rewards to be given to everyone when the entire dass
completes the assigrment (Wilson and Wesson. 1986).
12. Use a reinforcing error-correction procedure. Marking each correct
answer with a -C' and i..aving the errors unmarked can be rewarding. Students
can then correct errors and a 100% can be written on the page. Consider how
much more reinforcing this is than a C - or F (Wilson and Wesson, 1986).
13. Let the student work against a timer and record his progress on a
chart. This will help him increase his speed in performing :\cademlc tasks. For
example, the nlmber of subtraction problems correctly completed during a
ttvee-minute period of time may be recorded on the chart each day. As the

student makes progress in his rate of work, the difficulty of the 'tasks may be
increased (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).
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14. Increase teacher enthusiasm. Students pay more attention and learn
more when teachers loosen up and ham it up at appropriate times (Wilson and
Wesson, 1966).

15. -Provide verbal praise and correct responses without hurting
the child's feelings: 'You're almost right.'; 'Let's do it together.'; 'Nice

try.' - (Mercer and Mercer, 1981, p. 123).
Teachers of special children often feel tom between the needs of the entire
class and the extra time and attention the special child needs. -Peer-tutoring
might be one method the teacher could consider as a source of help for the
special child and as a means to enrich and challenge the brighter children in the
classroom. The peer-tutors should be selected

on the basis of those who are

most apt to benefit from the experi ence and also those who are willing to
volunteer.
It is the teacher's job to train the student tutor in the methods of teaching and
reinforcement, provide easy-to-use materials, and to set the routine (Mercer and
Mercer, 1981). The peer-tutor, a competent student, is paired with a student who
has difficulty in a particular academic area. The tutor should be given individual
folders with written objectives based

on the spadal child't; needs.

The skills

should have been previously introduced and taught by the teacher, thus, leaving
repetition, reinforcement, and maintenance for the tutor. Peer-tutoring may also
be used to improve soc:lal skills as the child will be likely to model the appropriate
behavior.
It is hoped that this Potpourri of Ideas will inspire the teacher in m.merous
ways and will help increase the general achievement of her special students.
Remember what Dorothy Law Nolte states in her poem (Banbury, 1984):

Children Learn What They live

If a child lives with critic:ism,
he learns to c:onderm . . . .
If a child lives with encouragement,
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he learns to be confident.
If a child lives with tolerance.
he learns to be patient.
If a child lives with praise,
he learns to be appreciative.
If a child lives with acceptance.
he learns to love . . . .

READING

All areas of learning are affected by the child's ability or inability to read.
According to Kirk, Kliebhan and Lerner (1978) reading is the basic tool for all
other academic learning. Since reading is an essential tool throughout life it is
important that the special child be motivated and learn to enjoy reading. If the
teacher can personalize the reading instruction it will t-ecome motivational and
relevant to the student. Personalizing the instruction is done by designing
instructional activities around events in the child's environment and by using the
student's name, and names of peers, family members, teachers, and the school
staff. Reading comprehension can then be taught by CompoSing and using
paragraphs written about the pupil and his contemporaries. Sequencing of
events, predicting outcomes, and fOllowing directions will become more realistic
to the student and personal self-conceptS will SOar (O'Zamko and Hedges, 19.95).
Kirk, Kliebhan and Lerner (1978) suggest that relating a skill to the child's life
situation also assures some transfer to sitUAtions outside the instructional per'?d.
To compensate for poor reading abilities of the children it is suggested that
readalong records and tapes, alternate texts and library materials on an
appropriate reading level, repeated oral readings, and recorded word problems
might be used to help the special student. Because preparation of these activites
would be time consuming for the teacher it is suggested that parent volunteers,
members of service organizations and/or the more advanced students in the
classroom be used to prepare these SPecial materials (O'Zamko and Hedges,
1985).
"Talking Books for the Blind" may be borrOWed from your local aSSociation for
the blind. Students with more severe reading problems may \Jse these materials
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as they are now available for the students with severe visual perception problems
as well as for visually impaired students (Alella, 1984).
To motivate children to read independently Swatek (1977) suggests letting
the children make a reading tablecloth. Take an old sheet or other white cloth
and divide it Into boxes of various sizes. As students complete a book have them
draw a scene or character from the book In one of the boxes. They should
include the title of the book and their own Initials. While students continue
reading and recording books they have read, the tablecloth will become an
exciting addition to your room. The reading tablecloth could be awarded, at the
end of the school year, to the student who has read the most books. A variation of
this idea for the speci :;1child or a reluctant reader would be to give him his own
smaller tablecloth YIith sections to complete as he reads his chosen books.

Reading Readiness
Comments on reading readiness will be limited to a\phabet recognition and
matching of upper and lower case letters. A!Jditory discrimination, listening
vocabulary, listening comprehension, creating a desire for leaming to read, other
readiness skills, and other types of visual discrimination skills will not be
discussed as it is fett that these skills can be taught to special children in much
the same manner as they are normally taught to other children. The most
extreme difference between teaching these skills to the special child and other
children will be the rate at which special children willieam the skills. Much has
been discussed previously on learning left to right progression in the chapter
entitled Potpourri of Ideas.
Many special students will have difficulty learning the letters of the alphabet.
If the letters can be personalized, as was suggested earlier, they will become

more meaningful to the child and will be eisler for him to remember. Begin
wort<ing with the letters In tI;Ie child's narne. For ex&n1)le, If his narne is James

Scott White, begin wort<ing with the letter J for James. After he leams the J , teach
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the S, then laler the W. Next, leach the M for mother and the 0 for dad. Go next
to names of his siblings, friends, cousins, aiJl1ls, uncles, family pets, and anything
else thaI appears to be of interest to him.
The auditory leamer will possibly be stimulated 10 leam a letter if you help
him rhyme it in a silly phrase. Ex8fTl)les of this could be "N rhymes with Lynn," "
Z rhymes with me: " I like pie: " Mr. J likes to play: To provide other auditory
reinforcement have the pupil orally describe his movements as the letter is being
written (O'Zamko and Hedges, 1985). The vlsualleamer may leam best when
given visual cues such as : 1 has a black dot like the blad< dot in the middle of
your eye;" "g has a monkey's tail;" and"j Is like a fish hook."
For the child who needs tactile-klnesthelic reinforcement the followil~ Ideas
may be helpful:

1. Cut three tagboard cards for each letter of the alphabet and use different
materials such as beads, yam, dry beans, and sand paper to fann each letter on
the cards. Place several letter sets on a table. The child can trace over each
letter with a finger to find ·the three that match from the pile of different letters
(Green River Teaching Center, 1982).
One of the most common tactile-klnesthetic materials is the sandpaper
a1phabllt letters. They are made by maridng a letter with a bright maridng pen on
a small square of Slll'q)aper. Each piece of sand paper shot..Id have a notch cut
at the center bottom so that the child can be taught to tum the card so that the
"teepee" or "Indian house" sits on the dask surface (Hayes, 1975).

2. Another easy way to make the tactile letters is to write the letter with a thin
line of white glue and sprinkle with sand, glitter or plastic reflective beading
(Haye::, 1975).
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3. Let the children use cooked spaghetti which has been coated with
vegetable oil to form letters on a paper plate. Use a marking pen to write a letter
in each plate for the child to use as a guide (D'Zamko and Hedges, 1985).
4. Large letter forms may be practiced by spraying shaving cream on butcher
paper (D'Zamko and Hedges, 1985).
5. A flashlight beam may be used to trace letters on a chalkboard (D'Zamko
and Hedges, 1985).

6. Children may use wet fingerpaint to practice forming the letters (D'Zamko
and Hedges, 1985).

7. Trace the letter on the back of the student's hand and ask him to name the
letter.
8. To stimulate the child's memory place a few small plastic letters of the
alphabet In the bottom of a sack. (If plastic letters are not available the letters can
be cut from poster board and laminated.) The child reaches Into the sack and
picks up one letter, feels of it, names the letter then withdraws his hand to check

for aca.racy. If he is correct he keeps the letter, If inaccurate, he places it back In
the bag and tries again until he names all the letters accurately.

9. Give the child a medil.m length jlMTll rope. Callout the name of a letter
and ask the child to make that letter with his rope. After it is made ask the child to
walk on the shape of the letter as he gives its name. Be sure the child walks In
the same direction that he would use if he were writing the letter with a pencil
(Norton, 19m.
When the child is ready to match the upper case letters with the lower case
tell him all the capital letters are the mothers and the lower case letters are the
babies, then have him help each mother find its baby. Help the child see the
likenesses and differences by telling him that some of the babies look exactly like

their mothers (Ww, 00, Zz, Vv, Cc), some ~ almost the same (Ft, n, Mm, Ii, Jj,
Kk, PP), while some others are very cflfferent (Dd. ab, Qq, Gg).
To make a tangible game for matching mothers with their babies use a
permanent marking pen and write each upper case letter on a lid from margarine
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tubs. Then. write each lower case letter on a lid from baby food jars. The child

can then p/dI up the 'baby' and place it with its ·mother.·
When the child masters the recognition of most of the letters of the alphabet
he is ready to begin working on word analysis skills.

Word Analysis
Word analysis is the ability to acquire the pronunciation and/or meaning of a
word through the use of phonics. structural analysis. or context dues (Ekwall.
1970). Since

~Is need to be taught a method that they can follow consistently

in attacf<ing a new word. it Is suggested that the following rules be taught to the

~Is and also be written on a chart and displayed in the dassroom to assist the
~Is in attacf<ing new words.
1. Study the Word.
2. Does any part of it look like a word you already know?
3. look at its begiMing. look at its ending.
4. Read the whole sentence and use the other words to help you
unlock the new word.
5. Watch for and/or listen for the word in the rest of the lesson
(Ekwall. 1970).

The following ideas have been found to be helpful when Pl"actlcing word
analYSis skills.

Initial Consonant Grid
Materials:
Glue; marking pens; pictures of simple objects; smatl cards cut from poster board;
a grid made on poster board or a pocket chart.
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Directions:
Glue the pictures on the small cards. If the grid is used write a consonant in each
left-hand square. (If the pocket chart Is used write consonants on some of the
small cards and place them along the left side of the pocket chart.) The student
places each picture card beside the appropriate Initial consonant. Blends.
digraphs. vowel sounds and final consonants may be drilled in this same fann
(Mercer and Mercer. 1981).
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A variation of the above idea follows:
Consonant Boxes
Materials and directions for construction:
Find five or six small pictures of objects that begin with each consonant letter of
the alphabet. Glue each picture on .a piece of poster board which is
approximately 4 X 4 Inches in size. For greater dwability laminate the cards. On
one side of a one-pint plastic freezer box write one Initial consonant. Beside
each letter paste a picture of an object that begins with that consonant. (Milk
ClU1ons. which are less expensive. may be cut and used in place of the freezer
boxes. however. they take more storage space because they cannot be stacked.)
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Directions:
Give each child several boxes and several sets of cards. Ask him to sort the
cards by the initial sounds and drop each one In its appropriate box. FOI'
eXample, a picture of a ball would be pot into the freezer box which has the initial
consonant "S" pasted to the side.
Modifications:
Boxes may also be made fOl' long and short vowels, final consonants, blends, and
digraphs (Green River Teaching Center, 1982).

Picture Dictionary
Materials:

A scrapbook made from writing paper with a construction paper cover; marking
pens; pictures cut from magazines.

Directions:
Ellch child can make his own picture dictionary by using a scrapbook indeXed
with the letters of the alphabet. He then draws pictures 01' cuts them from okf

magazines. When he learns to read the word shown by the pictute, he pastes the
pic:bxe on the page representing that initial consonant sound. FOI' example, a
pic:bxe of a cat would be Pasted on the "C" page. This dictionary creates Interest
because the student makes it himself and it contains only words that he Is using.
CorJl)Ieted dictionaries can be exchanged so that each student learns to read
other student's dictionaries (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).
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The Rat Family
(Initial Consonants and Word Families)

Materials:
Poster board, marking pens, brad, scissors

Directions:
My attractive design or object may be cut from poster board. Print the desired
letters of a word family on it then cut out a square in front of the letters. Next, cut a
small drcle out of poster board and print the applicable initial consonant letters
on it. Attach the drcle to the back of ttle larger poster board and position it so that
the letters will be exposed in th9 opening

as the drde is rotated (Mercer and

Mercer, 1981).

Phonics RIIl'mY (Game)
Materials:
Make several sets of phonics cards. Each set should contain four cards with the

phonics element written at the top and with four other words listed under the word
containing the phonics el..-nent. A different word should be underlined on each

of the four cards in the set. Thirty-six cards are enough for two players while
additional card sets may be added for adcitlonal players.
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Directions:
Deal eight cards (face down) to each player. Place the remaining cards face

down In a stack In the center of the players. The first player asks any player of his
choosing for a word using a certain phonics element. His goal Is to try to obtain
three or four cards in a set. For exarJl)ie: ·John give me bat from the a group·the player must pronounce the short

a

sound. If the player who was asked has

the card. he must give it to the caller. The caller may continue to ask for cards
from any player of his choosing until he fails to get a specified card. He must at
that time take the top card from the center pile. The players take turns calling for

cards and when a player has three cards from a certain phonics element set he
may lay them down. When a fourth card to a set that has already been played
has been drawn. it may be put down. The winner is the player who gets rid of all
the cards In his hand.

Modifications:
Use four synonyms or four antonyms for a specific word in place of the phonics
elements on each set of cards (Mercer and Mercer. 1981).

dr
drink

.uw.i

drop
drape

mad
angry
furious
unhappy
~

Vowel Spinner

Materials:
A spinner made from a cardboard circle divided into five equal ~ents with a
vowel ",Titlen in each section; a grease pencil; two or more laminated cards
containing three-. fotM'·. or five-Ietier words with the vowels deleted.
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Directions:
The first child spins the spinner and tries to use the vowel the spinner stops on to
complete a word on his card . He uses the grease pencil to write the vowel in the
selected place. The word must make sense. The player loses that tum if he
cannot use the vowel. Next. the second player spins and attempts to use his
vowel. The children continue to take turns. with the winner being the first student
to fill his card by completing every word with an appI'opriate vowel (Mercer and
Mercer. 1981). This game may also be used with long or short vowels words.

dr_p
th_n
m_th

b_t
I_st
cr_sh
bl_ck
I_nd

Short Va.veI Cards
Materials:
3X5 index cards. glue. scissors. tape. marking pen. pictures of words beginning
with short vowels.

Directions:
When teaching letter sounds write a short vowel on a 3X5 index card then draw
or glue a picture on the card to associate with the sound. such as an apple (a).
elephant (e). Igloo (I). octopus (0), or an Lmbrella (u). Sometimes these cards
appear on the blad<board or wall. but tho distance may be too far to be of benefit.
Remember that distractions between the special child and the blad<boards may
be

many (Grabow, 1978).
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Old McDonald Vowels
Have the children sing the song 'Old McDonald Had a Farm.' When they
reach the part that says, ' Ee-igh, ee-igh. Ohl' subslilule a,e,i,o,u. When they
reach the animal name and animal sound have them substitute one of the short
vowels. Continue until five verses are c:orI1>Ieted using one vowel each time In
sequential order (Fenderson. 1974).

Locating Contractions
To develop knowledge of contractions students may be given sentences to
read In which several words are underlined that could be made into contractions.
Direct the students to change the underlined words into the appropriate
contraction as he reads.
For eX3IT4)le:
a. IIlIrU nobody JbLwill go with to the store.
b. He bn..n2t.done the problem because he ~ see it.
The students may also be asked to underline all contractions, or words that could
have been made into contractions I... a selected reading passage. Variations of
this activity might Include giving the students sentences with contractions and
h~ving

them read the sentences with the words they stand for, or call out two

words and see who can give the contraction (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).
Mickey Mouse Contractions
Materials:
A laminated figw'e of Mid<ey Mouse's head made from cardboard with holes cut
for the eyes and nose; a flexible flap made of thick black felt and held in place
over the nose opening with two fasteners; a long piece of laminated cardboard
with the two words to be made into a contraction written so that they

wi" show
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through the eye openings and the contraction form answer positioned in the
middle column so that it can be seen in the nose opening; three strips of
cardboard taped to the back of Mickey's head to hold the large task card of
contractions in place and to allow it to slide through to present each contraction
task; a piece of paper.

Directions:
The student places the large task card through the strips on the back of Mickey's
head so that the first two words to be made into a contraction appear in Mickey's
eyes. Next, the student writes down the contraction form of these two words on a
piece of paper and then lifts the nose flap to relleal the answer and check his
response . The student continues by sliding the card up to present each set of
words (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).

rlli sed flllp

IS
lire
w11l
you
you
we
they
WIIS

he

isn't
aren't
won 't
you're
you've
we'll
they'll
wllsn't
he's

not
not
not
lire
hllve
w11l
11.111
not
is

Blend Game

Materials:
A start-to-finish game board; cards with pictures of words containing initial blends;
a spinner with nunbered segments; game markers; answer key with the correct
initial blend for each picture.
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Directions:

The first player draws the top card from the decl<. He identifies the pictu:'e (for
example, train) and tells the initial blend (tr). Another student then checks his
response by referring to the answer key. If the player Is COllect, he spins the
spinner and moves his game marker the mmber of spaces shown by the spiMer.
The players take turns; when a player cannot identify the blend or gives an
incorrect response, he loses that tum and does not spin the spiMer or move his
marker. The winner of the game is the first player to reach the finish space on the
game board.
Modifications:
Make picture cards that illustrate words containing digraphs, diphthongs, medial
vowels, or initial consonants. To create excitement and interest, the game board
can have various instructions on certain spaces-for exarJllle, Go back 0fHI

space, Spin again, Loss

on. tum, Move ahead on. space (Mercer and Mercer,

1981).

Word Blender
Materials:
Make cards with words COIltaining initial blends, then cut the cards in half so that
one haH shows the blend and the other half contains the remainder of the word.
Directions:

Both decks of blend cards, the blend decl< and word cards, are shuffled and
placed face down. The first player turns over the top cards from each deck and
checks to see if the blend fits the letters on the word card. The player places the

cards together and says the word. If he Is COllect he keeps the cards, however. if
he is incorrect, or if the blend or letters do not form a word, the cards are placed In
their respective discard piles. The players take tums trying to form a word. When
the decks are depleted the discard piles are shuItIed and reused. At the end of a
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predetermined time (or when all the cards are matched), the players count their
cards and the player with the most matches wins the game.

Modifications:
Prefixes, suffixes, or words with various endings may be used on the cards
(Mercer and Mercer, 1981).

Root WooJ Game
Materials:
Poster board, index cards, construction paper, magic markers.

Directions for construction:
Make a

·far tree on the poster board.

Cut slits to ~ the prefixes and suffixes.

Write prefixes with a green marker and suffixes with a red mal1<er on index cards
which have been cut in half lengthwise. The green indicates "go. or begin a word

and the red indicates ·stop· or end of word. Write root words on uncut index

cards. Add some wild cards tor ·bonus points. "
Directions for game:
Shuffle the cards and place face down. Each player, in tum, draws a card from
the root words card pile, reads the .w ord, and adds as many prefixes and suffIXes
from the tree as he can. For each word the player scores a point (Vail, 1976).

Sight Vocabulary

EkwaII (1970) states that a sight word is any word that a reader has seen
enough times in the past to enable him to rec:ogrize it instantly. The most

oonmon list of Basic Sight Words is the 220 words from the Dolch Basic S~
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Vocabulary. These are the words which are the most frequenUy used in the
reading books of the primary grades. (Other sight vocabulary lists have been
developed by Johnson, Fry, and Hillerick.) Dolch also has formed a list of 95
Common Nouns which teachers have found to be valuable for use with special
children. If the child has insufficlent knowledge of the basic sight vocabulary he
will be a word-by-word reader and will not be able to phrase words correctly.
An excellent kinesthetic aid that boys enjoy is called -wiring" the words. Give

the boys colorful coated electrical wire and let them form the sight words. The
wire is expensive but it can be used many times (Hayes, 1975). Another method
for practlclng sight words and sight phrases is to make a ladder that will hold
word or phrase cards on each rung. The student must try to dimb the ladder by

reading each word or phrase. When the student is able to d imb to the top of his
ladder by pronot.nCing each word correctly, he receives a reward (reinforcement)
and begins to work on a more difficult set of cards (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).

The following games have been found to·be motivational to students who are
practlclng sight vocabulary.

Materials:
A dad< of word cards containing three cards for each word. The word should be
written in the top right-hand corner and also upside down in the lower left-hand
corner of the eard; a picture illustrating the word may be placed in the center of
theeard.
Directions:
Each player Is dealt nine cards and the remaining cards are placed fece down in

the midcle of the players. The first player asks any other player for a match for a
word in his hand. If the asked player has the word card he must give it to the

caller. If he has two cards of that word set he must give both cards to the caller.
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The caller continues to ask for cards until the person does not have the card
a~ed for.

At that point the asked player says. "Go Fish." When told to "Go Fish"

the player must take the top card from the pile. If it happens to be the word card
he had just asked for, his tum continues. The players take turns, and when a
player completes a set of three cards with the same word he lays it down in front
of him. The first player to use all his cards is the wiMer (Mercer and Mercer,

1981).
Mert

....
Gamble for Words

Materials:
Pocket chart, word cards containing sight words, one die.
Directions:
Place the word cards to be wori<ed on In a poc:t<et chart. One child rolls a die. He
then picks up the same nu'T1ber of cards from the chart as the number revealed
on the die. He must be able to say each word as he picks it up. The tum then
goes to another child. The object of the game is to see who can get the most

words. The game may be by teams or by student vs. student. The teacher may

set a time limit of a certain nunber of minutes or by a certain rn.mber of refills of
the poc:t<et chart (EkwaJl, 1970).
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WoroMatch
Materials:
A pack of word cards which includes two cards for each word to be used. The
mmber will depend on the number of players involved.

Directions:
Each player is dealt four cards which are placed face-up in front of him. Five

cards are placed face-up in the middle of the table. If the first player has a card
that matches any 01 the cards in the middle of the table he picks it up, pronounces

the woro and keeps the pair, turning them face down in front of him. He continues
playing until he can make no more matches. He then draws to refill his hand to
four cards and replaces the five face-up cards in the middle. II;n the process,
cards which match are drawn and placed on the table they are left for the player

who has the next tum. Play continues to the first player on the left. If a player can
match a card on the table, but cannot pronounce the

woro he must place his card

on the card in the middle and leave it. If the following player can pronounce the
word he may take the pair. The winner Is the player with the most cards whfin all
the cards are paired (Ekwall, 1970).
Woro FooIbaII

Materials:
Large sheet of drawing paper containing the drawing of a football field, small
replica of a football , word cards.

Directions:
Place the football at the 50 yard line to begin the game. The word cards placed
face up on the table and two children (or two teams) take turns reading them.
When a child read$ a

woro correctly he moves the football ten yards towards the

opponent's goal. If the word Is read Incorrectly it Is considered a funble and the
ball goes ten yards toward his own goal. When the ball crosses Into the end zone
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six points are scored. The scoring team then gets to read one more word to try for
the extra point (Ekwall, 1970).
DOITinoes

Materials:
Write a different word on each end of a word card, then divide the card In the
middle with a line. Repeat each word on several different cards.

Directions:
Deal all the cards out to the plllyers. The first player must place a card In the
middle, and the next player must match one of the words in order to playa card.
The player must pronounce the word as he plays it. A design Is formed as the
cards are matched in either directiC?'"'. When a player cannot match a word, he
loses that tum. The wiMer is the first player to use all his cards.

Modifications:
other sets of word cards can be devised using blends, digraphs, diphthongs,
COII'llOUnd words, contractions, or words with prefixes or suffixes (Mercer and
Mercer, 1981).
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Bingo

Materials:
Bingo cards containing five squares across and five squares down with a sight

word written ill each square; a master list which includes all the words on the

cards; discs to use as markers.
Directions:
Give each student a Bingo card and several discs. The teacher or a caller reads
a word from the master list and checks it off. The players look for the word on
their cards and cover it with a disc when it is found. The first player to find and
cover five spaces in any direction calls out "Bingo." After the player calls

out

"Bingo." he must also pronounce each covered word to win the game.

Modifications:
Bingo cams can be made with other categories such as words with prefi.xes or
suffixes. compound words. or words containing blends (Mercer and Mercer.

1981).
Word War

Material:
Word cards containing several sets of identical words.

Directions:
Shuffle the cards and deal all of them to the players. All players simultaneously
reveal one card at a time from their stacks. When two (or more) identical cards
are turned up. the first player to read the word correctly takes the turned-up stacks

of cards from the players who were Involved in tt ,e "war." The player who gets all
the cards or the most cards within a specified time period Is the wimer (Mercer
and Mercer. 1981)
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WOfd Game Board
Materials:
Make a start-to-finish laminated game board with words 01' phrases in the
squares-special squares may contain directions such as Move back three

sq,JBres. Take an extra tum.

01'

Go back to start; dice. markers.

Directions:
The first player rolls the dice and moves his marker acx:o«ling to the mmber

shown on the dice. In OI'der to remain there the player must pronounce c:orrectly
the wOl'd 01' phrase on the square where he lands. If the player cannot c:orrectly
pronounce the word 01' phrase he must move his marker back to the space wher9
he was priOl' to the roll. When the player lands on a special square he must
follow the directions written therein. The players take turns. and the player who
first reaenes the Finish square is the winner.

Modifications:
The game board may be laminated 01' covered with clear plastic so that the WOl'ds
can be written with a grease pencil and changed to other vocabulary words
(Mercer and Mercer, 1981). On laminated surfaces a permanent marker can be
USed, then later the wOl'ds can be removed with nail polish remover.

Synonym Lotto
Feedback device:
On the back of each wOl'd card write the correct IlIlSYJer.

Materials:
A large cardboard square, six squares across and six squares clown, with a
vocabulary word written in each of the squares; word cards containing a synonym
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for each of the words written on the large board and the correct answer written on
the back of each card. (If the front side of the card is a different color than the
back side of the card . they will be easier to organize.)

Directions:
After the student draws a word card. he matches it with its synonym on the large
board. Next. he may turn the card over to see if his choice is correct. He
continues to make matches until the entire board is covered.

Modifications:
The students may be required to match antonyms. words with pictures.
contractions with contracted words. or words with definitions.

Hltle
01 ad
mad
nearly
hard
",oods

ended

present
laroe
orandma
beQ8n
hurry

smiled cent
cry
reply
becj
correct
chief stone
flat
trip
",ear y neer

",oman
prelty
distant
speak
shout
hunory

trail
scared
fest
beach
odd

auto

Cards may be made with the following words and with the appropriate
synonym from the large square written on the back:

tiny

stopped

grimea

pemy

female

path

joyful

gift

weep

answer

lovely

afraid
quick

angry

huge

sack

right

afar

almost

Granny

head

rock

say

shore

difficult

haste

level

journey

yell

different

forest

haste

tired

close

starved

car

(Mercer and Mercer. 1981)
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Heart Puzzles

Feedback device:
When the two puzzle pieces fit together to make a heart they indicate a correct
answer.

Materials:
Several sets of heart puzzle pieces: One part of the heart contains a picture, a
second part fits together with the picture piece and has the word illustrated by the

picture written on it, and two other heart pieces that do not 'lit together with the
picture piece but contain words with a minimum

~

letter different".es from the word

that identifies the picture.

Directions:
The student looks at the picture then selects the word he thinks is illustrated by
the picture. He fits the two pieces of the heart together to check his selection.
Only the word which matches the pictures will fit to make the heart.

Modifications:
Puzzle pieces may be made which C'lrItain various ta$kS. such as matching the
word with the correct definition, matching the correct blend with a picture. or
ma\Ching the rorrect number of syllables with the word (Mercer and Mercer.

1981).
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This Idea might also be adapted to help the child who has reversal problems.

Word Baseball

Materials:
Vocabulary words written on flash cards and

an answer key.

Directions:
Marl< a first base. second base. third base. and home plate on the floor. Then
divide the class into two teams. A member of the first team becomes the batter
and goes to home plate. A designated pitcher on the opposing team holds up a

word from his set of flash cards. The batter must correctly pronounce the word.
define It. and use It in a sentence before he can advance to first base. A score
keeper with the answer key must judge the batters response before he moves to
first base. Runs are scored by crossing home plate while an out ooc;urs when a
batter misses a word or Its definition. Each team is allowed three outs before the
opposing team comes to bat After at least three t1.ms by each team. the winner is
the team with the highest score.
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Modifications:
To indicate the value of the hit. the word cards may be given a point value by
labeling them single. double. triple. or home run . The word cards may be divided
according to words with one. two. three, or four syllables. The number of
syllables may indicate the number of bases a correct response is worth.
However, in addition to reading the word, the student must state the number of
syllables in that word or he is called ·out.· The pitcher may be allowed to select
his pitches (word cards) depending on who the batter is; however. once a word
card has been used it is out of the game for that team (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).

Clothttspin Wheel
Materials:
A ten·inch cardboard circle and eight clothespins. The cardboard is divided into
eight sections with definitions written on one side and a' symbol or number on the
other side in each section; words corresponding to the definitions are written on
one side of the clothespins and a symbol or number written on the back.
Directions:
The student reads the word on the clothespin then looks for the definition on the
circle. He clips the clothespin to the section of the wheel which contains the
definition and then tums over the circle to check his answer. If his response is
correct. the symbol or number on the clothespin will match the one on the back of
the circle .

Modifications:
The clothespins can be made with synonyms, antonyms, or contractions to be
matched with the appropriate section of the circle. Another variation is to have a
word written in each section on the front of the circle with a corresponding picture
in each section on the back. The student reads the word, clips a clothespin to the
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section. and tums the circle over to) ched< his answer by looking at the picture
(Mercer and Mercer. 1981).

Categories

To develop vocabulary and to emphasize word meanings. have the students

group words In categories. For example. words that relate to specific Interests
may be grouped together. such as football words, or sooc:er words or cooking
words. Also, words may be grouped in categories such as •Animals That Swim, •
"Things That Ne Alive,' or 'Things That Ear (Mercer and Mereer, 1981).

Comprehension

CG.• .prehension and vocabulary are partners in the reading process and both
shOuld be stressed at all times. Comprehension results only if the child has
knowledge and understanding Of the vocabulary In the passage he Is reading.
Ideas for helping the special child will be focused In the following
corT1lrehension areas: important details, main Idea, sequence, following
directions, predicting outcomes, developing visual Images, and cause and effect.
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COf'/YXehension: IfTJ)Oftant Details

Often when the special student is asked questions at the end of a long
chapter or stOlY he will become confused and will not be able to remember back
to the beginning. If the special student is unable to answer relevant questions at
the end of a stOIY, ask the questions at the end of a paragraph; two or three
paragraphs; or a page. This procedure should be continued until success Is
experienced; then the number of paragraphs or pages can be Increased.
gradually shaping the response so that all comprehension questions can be
asked at the end of the stOlY (Idol-Maestas, 1983).

Sentence Numbers
Select a passage from an old basal reader and write a number at the
begiMing of each sentence. Have the student read the stOlY then ask
several detalled questions about the reading selection. Require the student to
give the number of the sentence in which each answer is located (Mercer and
Mercer, 1981).

Irrelevant Detalls
Give the students several paragraphs, each of which contain one word or one
sentence that does not fit the meaning of the rest of the paragraph. Direct the
students to cross out the irrelevant word or sentence and write an appropriate
one in its place (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).
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Packaged COITp'ehension
Feedbad< device:
Attach an envelope to the bad< of the folder and insert an answer key with the
correct answers.
Materials:
A food can label or a candy wrapper attached to the front of a manila folder with
comprehension questions concerning the label or wrapper written inside the
folder (How much does the product weigh? Name three ingredients.); an
envelope attached to the bad< of the folder containing an answer key.
Directions:
After reading the label or wrapper on the front of the folder the student opens the
folder to read and answer the COf1l)rehension questions. He answers each
question on a sheet of paper without rereading the information on the front and
then ched<s his responses with the answer key.
Modifications:
Attach a brief reading selection or short story to the front of the folder instead of a
label or wrapper. The inside of the folder should contain comprehension
questions concerning the reading passages (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).

COITp'ehensIon Game
Materials:
A start-to-finish game board containing squares, each colored either red, blue, or
white; a red set of cards (made from construc:tion paper) containing
comprehtlnsion questions (who, what, whan, why, where, or how questions)

about the story content; a blue set of cards containing vocabulary words from the
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story; a white set of cards that are synonym cards and give a sentence with one
word underlined; mar1<ers; spinner.
Directions:
Each player is given a copy of the story to read. The first player spins the spinner
and moves his mar1<er the m.mber of indicated spaces. The player must take the
top card from the card set that is the same color as the space where his mar1<er
landed. If the player takes a red card, he must correctly answer the
~ehension

questions. If he takes a blue card, he must correctly define the

vocabulary word. If he takes a white card, the player must give a synonym for the
underlined word on the card. If he is not able to respond correctly to his card, he
must move his mar1<er back to its position prior to the tum. The other players must
decide if each answer Is correct; they may refer to the story if necessary. The
wiMer Is the first player to reach the Finish square (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).

CotrprBhension: Main /dBa

Four very helpful ideas to use with the special child to assist him In
recognizing the main idea follow:
1. Read the introdllCtion or title to a story or a chapter, and then anticipate
with the child what the author is going to say (Ekwall, 1970).
2. After reading a paragraph have the child tell in his own words what the
author has said (Ekwall, 1970).
3. Have the student read a story then give him several titles, ask him to select
the best one, and then justify his response. An a1temative to this procedure is to
have the child read a story and then make up an appropriate title for it (Mercer
and Mercer, 1981).
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4. After cutting several articles out of the newspaper,

cut off the headlines.

Ask the student to lead the articles then match them with the appropriate
headline.

Ccnprehension: Sequencs
1. After reading a story selection to the children, write down a sequence of
events from the story and ask the children to nunber them in the order in which
they happened (Ekwall, 1970).

2. Choose a paragraph and copy each of the sentences on a separate piece
of paper. Ask the student to arrange the sentences in a logical order to form a
paragraph that makes sense (Ekwall, 1970).

The following idea will develop and improve the student's ability to recognize
and follow sequence of happenings and will develop his ability to predict the
outcome of a situation.

Feedback device:
Nl.mbers to indicate the correct sequence are written on the back of each cornie
section.

Materials:
Laminated cardboard·mounted sections of newspaper comic svips which have
nunbers on the back of each section to indicate the proper position in sequence.
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Directions:
Mixed-up frames of a comic strip are given to the student. He reads each frame
and rearranges them in the proper sequence (Mercer and Mercer, 1981). The
student then may tum the frames over to see if they are nll1lbered in order.

COfTJXBhension: Following Directions
learning to read and follow directions can be lots of fun if the directions are
applied to something of interest to the children. Give them directions to snme
specific activity and have them perform the activity step by step. A ct didren's

cookbook is often a handy item to have for this reading activity as the directions
and pictures will help the children attend to specific details. Often recipes are
given for -no-cook' foods which would ·be quite safe for children to make. Recipes
for -no-bake- cookies or -no-cook' candies are favorites.
After the children have practiced following directions have them write
directions ~or others to read and follow. Subjects such as -How to make a peanut
butter sandwich,' -How to find the baseball" {hidden somewhere in the
classroom), and -How to fold paper to make a star- could be suggested to get
them started.
Mercer and Mercer (1981) suggests that children write directions for playing a
game; then another studont can folll7N the directions to learn how to play the
game.

Ekwall (1970) gives the following suggestions for helping children learn how
to predict outcomes:
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1. Before allowing the children to read a story show the pictures from the
story and then have the children tell, either in wrrting or orally, what they think the
story will be about.
2. Begin reading a story to the children. At an exciting point stop reading and

ask the children to tell or write their predictions of how the story will end.
3. Ask the children to read the title of a chapter, tell what they think the story
is about, and then read the story to see how close their version is to the author's.

A child's visual images of scenes in a story will be directly related to hi$ own
experiences. The teacher may broaden the child's experiences with pictures,
field trips, films, and filmstrips.

The following activities will help children develop viSUal imagery:
1. Cut pictures from magazines or catalogues then write descriptive
statements about them. Let the children match each picture with the description
(Mercer and Mercer, 1981).
2. Let a child write descriptive statements for pictures then have other
children match the picture to the description.
3. As each child reads a story the teache: might stop him from time to time
and a.'II< him to describe the scene he has rean

~Ekwall, 1970).

COfTJXBh8nsion: Causs and Effect
To help the students distinguish between cause and effect, have one student
describe an event-for exat11)le, 'the dog wagged his tail.' The second student
must give a reason for the event: 'because his master came home.' Then a third

student is asked to give a probable effect: 'the dog j~ up and Iic/(ed his
master's face' (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).
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Fluency

To read fluently is to be able to read easily, gracefully, and with the words
flowing smoothly. The child has fluency problems if he reads haltingly word by
word, with inadequate phrasing, and slowly and monotonously (McKee, 1948).
Extra practice with sight vocabulary, opportunities to read simple familiar material,

and practicing the following exercises will help remedy problems of inadequate
fluency.
1. The child's eyes may be no farther across the line 01 reading than his
voice. This eye-voice span may be spread by asking the child to read aloud a
familiar passage. After he has read a lir.<l or two, tell him to stop. At this point,
ask him to tell all of the next words he remembers. As he continues to read
encourage him to increase the mmber 01 words remembered (McKee, 1948).

2. Use commercial or teacher-made rapid exposure materials which may be
ptvases printed

on flash cards or ptvases written on the chalkboard and exposed

rapidly (McKee, 1948).

3. Practice with ptvase cards. After the student has mastered short, easy
ptvases, longer and more difficult phrases may be introduced. The ptvase cards
may be arranged to make a sentence or tell a story. Phrase reading may also be
encouraged by underlining words which

should be read tog~er in a given

passage. For example, •All the children ran gyjc!sly to the ca( (Mercer and
MerC8\, 1981).
4. Chunking Is a technique which can be used to expand the student from
single word to the ptvase, ciause, and sentence levels. It Is very similar to the
method mentioned above.
The teacher selects a familiar reading passage and divides it into phrase

groups by USing a pencil to make slash marl<s (I) directly in the text. As the
student masters these smaller ptvase groups, some of the slash maN are
erased leaving larger ptvase groups. Gradually all the slash mar\(s are erased
until the student can read the text in larger more meaningful units.
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To force the student to commit the words to memory the context clues may be
removed. This is accomplished by writing the phrases on flashcards. Initially
these phrases are presented in the order in which they OCCur in the passage.
Later the phrases are re-ordered and flashed randomly (Henk. Helfeldt. and Platt
1986).
5. The repeated reading procedure involves having the student repeatedly
read. over and over again. sections of text containing words that occur frequently
in written English. When a competitve incentive is added to the task the child
usually does not get bored. To add this incentive each oral reading is timed and
then recorded on a chart or graph. Students compete with themselves. trying to
improve their reading rate and reduce their errors on each attempt. The visible
evidence on the chart is motivational to each child (Henk. at al.. ~986).
6. AllOwing the student to read material he is familiar with or material that has
a lower-level vocabulary (high interest-low vocabulary stories) will help reduce
the word-by-word reading (Mercer and Mercer. 1981).
7. Tape record a student reading of a selected passage to help him become
aware of his omitted andlor repeated words. Later give him a copy of the
passage and ask him to follow along with his finger as the tape is being played.

Ask him to circle all the words he omits and underline all the words which he
repeats . This will focus attention on omitted and repeated words and increase his
awareness of this tender'lCy as he reads (Mercer and Mercer. 1981).
8. Tape recordings of stories read in class can be made for later use as a
read-along story for the special cha-:!~en. The better readers can make the tapes
(Aiello. 1984).
9. For classroom reading assigMlents pair the students by putting an
average reader with a poorer reader. Rotate the pairs often. (Aiello. 1984) The
poorer reader will have the average reader for a model as they read to each
other.
10. Henk et al. (1986) stress another method for using paired readers to
develop reading fluency.
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Two students are paired according to their general reading level and their
ability to work with and trust one another. These students read the same text

aI~ in unison. If the students are comfortable with their partners, one will lend
assistance when the other falters. Peer tutoring will occur between students who
are mutually committed to improving their reading. Materials should be used that
are equally familiar to both students. The sessions can be tape-recorded and
played back for the students to evaluate. Reading rate, pausing, intonation, and
expression as well as word recognition accuracy should be discussed with the
pair.
11 . Echo or imitative reading is another method a teacher can use to improve
fluency. This procedure works best wi1h students who already comprehend wei!.
have a sight Word vocabulary, and some word attack skills.
In imitative reading, the teacher reads a segnent of the text aloud while the
student follows along silently. When the teacher has finished reading the

s~nt, the student tries to echo or imitate what the teacher has said. The
primary goal of this method is to improve Word recognition accuracy, although
proper intonation and phrasing should be encouraged as well.
During the initial readings the teacher should read only small segments of
text. Sometimes it will be necessary to limit the segments to phrases, however,
most students can begin with entire sentences (Henk, et aI., 1986).

12. Radio reading is a procedure for developing fluency in a group setting
while protecting the student with limited reading ability from embarrassment.
Each student is given a ·script" to read aloud. The selections may be taken from

any source whose contents can be converted into a news story. Only the teacher
and the reader have copies of the script; the other students just listen. Because

the others have no script to follow, minor word recognition errors and/or insertions
will go unnoticed if the story mill makes sense.
The sbJdent should read the story silently to himself or aloud to the teacher.
When he has gained confidence with it, he should read aloud to the group.
Students are enc:ou'aged to keep the Ideas tkHiing smoothly in the same way as
a radio broadcast would. Since most mistakes will not be apparent to the
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listeners, the reader will not be embarrassed if he deviates slightly from the text
(Henk, et al., 1986).
13. A system in which the student and the teacher read the same passage
aloud simultaneously is called the neurological impress method (NIM). In the
beginning, the student sits slightly in front and to one side of the teacher and both

hold the text. The teacher moves her finger beneath the words as they are read
in unison. They try to maintain a comfortable but brisk, continuous rate of oral
reading. The teacher's duty Is to force the pace when the student begins to slow

down. The teacher's voice is directed into the student's ear so that the words are
seen, heard, and said at the same time. The multisensory invu/vement of the NIM
is believed to ·impress· the fluent reading patterns of the teacher onto the student
through modeling.
The goal for each NIM session is to cover as much reading material as
possible in a ten-minute period. DUring the first session the reading material
should be from high interestl10w readability books. However, more difficult
materials can and shoUld be used rather quickly. The teacher's voice must
dominate the oral reading, but in later sessions it should gradually be reduced.
This eventually allows the student to assume the vocal lead naturally. Three
sessions per week are usually sufficient to obtain noticeable results (Mercer and
Mercer, 1981).
14. To focus on comprehension while increasing the student's speed
of reading, give him a short selection to read during a limited amount of time.
Next, present a series of -tuestions based on the selection and ask the student to
answer as many of the questions as he can. The teacher can also present
questions prior to the reading, give the student the selection, and then allow the
student a short period of time to locate as many answers as possible (Mercer and
Mercer, 1981).
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Choral Reading

Choral reading can be fun for children and simultaneously can help them
remedy several types of reading problems. Ekwall (1970) defines choral reading
as reading dono orally by two or more pupils from the same passage at the same
time. The following activity with choral reading can be used in small groups or as
a whole class activity.
Choose a short, simple poem to begin with and write it on a chart for all the
children to see. Introduce the poem by reading it from the chart to the children.
Next, ask the children to look for rhyming words, contractions, hyphenated words,
punctuation marks, or any other reading skill that you may w~nt to emphasize.
Discuss and have the children help define any new vocabulary terms.

Ask the children to read the poem silently as you read it aloud to them again.
Next, ask for two or three voll6lteers to read the poem with you. At this point
remind the children that you are the leader and that they must try to read at your
rate of speed. Point out commas and periods on the chart and remind them that
you will be pausing and stopping at these places. Explain how you will read
when you approach an exclamation point. Le\ this first group read the poem with
you one or two times then let the whole class read it with you again. Ask for two
or three more volunteers to read with you, howevltr, remember your better
readers will be your first volunteers. After this group has read with you stop the
session while the enthusiasm is still high. Tell the children that you will continue
this activity tomorrow and that you hope others will read with you at that time.
Leave the chart where the children can see it and can practice if they desire.
On the next day begin the session by having the children read silently while
you read the poem aloud, then let the total group read it aloud with you. Next, ask
for one volunteer to read the poem with you. Afterwards ask the volunteer if he

would like to read it alone.
When you feel that your reluctant readers are beginning to become familiar

with the poem ask one of them to read with you. Don't force the child but remind
him that you will be leading and helping him.
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On the third day. begin the session again by having the children lead silently
while you read aloud. and again. have the total group read aloud with you . After
a few volunteers have read with you. (;hoose a good reader to be the leader and
let him lead a group of two other readers. Remind the children that he is the
leader and that they must read at his pace.
To keep tile enthusiasm high. on the fourth day it is good to introduce a new
simple. short poem. Use the same procedure for introducing the new poem.
Occasionally a poem can be divided into parts and a leader can be chosen to
lead a group of children in the reading of a certain section of the poem.
Remember to call on the reluctant reader only after he has had time to become
comfortable with the poem.
If this procedure is followed daily. for ten or fifteen minutes. it will help remedy

problems such as substitutions. word-by-word reading. incorrect phrasing.
omissions. repetitions. and insertions.

MATH
The ultimate goal of the math curriculum should be to relate the math
problems to the -real world .- In other words the student needs to learn that math
is made up of the same problems that he encounters or will encounter in
everyday life. When the child realizes that learning math skills is important to his
ability to function independently in society it will increase his motivation toward
learning. It is the teacher's duty to relate the curriculum to what is reality to the
child.
One method which has been used successfully to help children realize that
math is an important part of life is to personalize the math instruction.
Personalizing the math can be accomplished by constructing worksheets which
can be adapted for different individual pupils or groups of pupils.
The following problems are samples of worksheets that may be personalized:
1. _ _ has 5 teddy bears. _ _ has 3. How ma"y do _ _ and - have altogether?
2. Mr. _

lives 15 miles from his brother's house. His motorbike

averages five miles per hour. How long will it take Mr. _____ to travel to
his brother's house (O'Zamko and Hedges, 1985)?
Each new math concept should be presentea to as many of the senses as
possible . Let the student see the problems, hear the facts, manipulate the
concrete aids, and relate the problem to facts or problems already familiar to him.
This procedure will help math become logical and rational rather that just a set of
memorized facts .
The following adaptations are recommended to help assure success during
instruction and practice of math skills:
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A. Many children make poor math grades because the teacher cannot read
or follow the child's work. Other children make errors in their probl ems because
the numbers are not in the proper place value alignment. To help these children.
turn their notebook paper so that the lines go up and down. Turning the paper
provides columns for the ones, tens, and hundreds (Vitale, 1982).
Example:
1("

+I
2

x

2

B. Allow the students to check their answers with a calculator upon
completion of the problems. For the answers which are not correct direct the
students to a specially designated student for help (Aiello, 1984).
C. To reduce the visual stimuli on a worksheet take a few seconds to draw
lines on the page. Instruct the child to fold the page along the lines so that he can
work on one-half or ono-quarter of the the problems at a time. Cutting down on
the visual stimuli may enable the child to complete the entire task (Aiello, 1984).
D. If the student is overwhelmed by the amount of work assigned and does
not complete his independent work assignments the following adaptations may

be made:
(a) Fold the page of problems like an accordion and have the student
work on only one line at a time.
(b) Cut the page of problems into fourths and give hirn only one-fourth
at a time.
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(c) Fold the page in half.
(d) Draw different colored boxes around sev.nal problems (e.g., first ten
problems in a purple box, next ten in a green box, etc.) and have the
student work on only one color at a time (Lamble,1986).
E. When the student is not motivated to complete his independent work try
the toIlowing adaptations:
(a) Give the child a reward for completing work within a specific time
allotment.
(b) Allow, the student to skip work when the child previously has
demonstrated proficiency.
(cl PrOvide ample opportunity for enrichment (Lambie, 1986).
F. For the student who works aocurately but very slowly the following
adaptations are recommended:
(a) Have the student work only the odd or even problems.
(b) Have the student complete only a sample of each type of problem.
Star the selected problems.
(c) AssIgn half of the problems to be completed in dass and half to be
completed as homework.
(d) Prompt the student frequently and check his progress periodically
(Lambie, 1986).
G. If the student is a busybody and this prevents him from completing his
assigrvnents ,the follOWing suggestions are r&COmmended:
(a) Require the student to use a carrel for indep:., dent Work.
(b) Seat the student in front of the dassroom and/or near the teacher's
station.
(c) ~iment peers who are working and encourage them to ignore
the student.
(d) Tape a square on the floor around the student's workspace and
apply negative consequences for leaving the space without pennission
(Lambie, 1986).
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H. If a student is a daydreamer the follDwing methods may be useful:
Ca) Raise the student's time coosciousness with the use of a timer or
stopwatch.
Cb) Altemate interesting tasks with tasks which are uninteresting.
Ce) Stop at the student's desk regularly for frequent checks.
Cd) Help the child analyze long assignments to help Pl"ediet how long
each part will take CLambie, 1986).
I. If the student does not complete his wOti< because he does not know his
math facts try the following:

Ca) Have the student Pl"aetiee flashcards with a partner or a cross-age

tutor.
Cb) Have the student Pl"aetiee the math facts on Language Master cards.
Ce) Conduct a -math bee· on different levels for students who are slow to
leam all the math facts. Color-eode the cards by levels.
Cd) Have a competition once a month for the -Facts Hall of Fame Club.·
A pencil that says ·Math Hall of Fame· could be Pl"esflnted to all those
who know their facts.
Ce) Direct speed drills which challenge the student to -Beat the Clod<.When the student does beat the clod<, reward him with a homewOti< pass
that he can use at anytime he chooses.
Cf) Give the student a set of response cards wilh answers to questions or
math facts. Let a peer Mor ask the questions while the student selects
the correct response card to hold up for his response CLombie, 1986).

J . When a student cannot follow through when given complex oral
directions try the following adaptations:
Ca) Ask a peer to rephrase the directions one step at a time as they are
completed.
Cb) Tape·record the directions and allow the child to replay them as
many times as he needs them.
ee) Write out the directions for the students (Lambie, 1986).
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K. When the student does not attend to the oral directions the following ideas
may be helpful:
(a) Cue the child to listen by holding up a card with an ' ear' drawn on it.
(b) Give the student a card with 'Directions' written at the top and require

him to write down the direction as it is given.
(c) After the direction has been given ask the student to repeat it
(Lambie, 1986).
L. The following Ideas may be helpful for the student who finds the instruction
boring:
(a) Use real objects such as coins, candy, fruit, etc., in the instructions.
(b) Allow the child to skip areas in which he is competent.
(c) Use stories with the student's name to aeate interest.
(d) Use samples from the child's experiences.
(e) Reward on-task behaviors (Lambie, 1986).
M. When the student finds the material or assignment boring try the following:
(a) Have the student use a unique pattern to COO'l)Iete the problems
(e.g., WOIk comer prot/ems first, third rwI next, fourth column next etc.)
(b) Tell the student to do all the problems with a 9 in them first, then
those whictI have a 5, and so forth .
(c) Tell the student to WOIk from the end to the beginning.
(d) Allow the student to choose 25 of the 50 problems to WOIk.
(e) Drill and practice could be done on the computer.
(f) Keep a daily graph of the pen::entage correct ...1<1 post this on the
board or on the desk (Lambie, 1986).
N. Adapt the work in the following manner when the student finds the
instruction moves too fast:
(a) Lower the expectations by placing the student into the math group of
another teacher.
(b) Let a peer assi3t the student with another assignment.
(c) Allow the student to do a learning center or c:orr.,uter work while
others are busy being Instructed.
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(d) Have a peer tutor or <:foss-age tutor teach the lesson outside of the
classroom. The tutor can work at a pace slowed enough for the special
student to be successful (Lambie, 1986).
O. When the student Is r:1aking runerous errors and needs frequent

feedback to complete worksheets correctly the following adaptations are
recommended:
(a) Provide a checking center in the room with answer keys, teacher's
guides, and tape recordings of answers.
(b) Write the answers in yellow directly on the worksheet. The student

can place a red transparent plastic sheet over the worksheet before he

Ioclb at the page. The red sheet neutralizes the answers. The student
can then move the plastic sheet down the page as problems are
CXlf11)leted and can check the answers problem by problem.
(c) One student can be assigned each day to be in charge of checking

answers for other students.
(d) Allow the student to skip difficult problems.
(e) Check the answers of the special dlildren and then analyze
errors to determine pattems (Lambie, 1986).
P. When the student has problems with left and right movement this may
cause him to Improperly align the problems. This will cause difficulty in solving
written math problems, therefore, the following adaptations may be useful:
(a) Have the student write one nunb8r per square on one quarter-inch
graph paper. (See also Math Adaptation A)
(b) Color code the ones, tens, and hundreds columns by having the

student write each with a different colored marker.
(c) Write the problem In coIor-coded spaces.

(d) PrOvide 'arrows as cues on the paper.
(e) Use a green marker at the begiMing of the movement and a red
marker to Indicate ·the ending.
(f) At the top of the page write an example of a completed color-coded
problem (Lambie, 1986).
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a.

If the student solves problems incorrectly when more than one operation

is included on a page try the following remedies:
(a) Box in all the addition problems with a blue marker, all the
subtraction problems in red, and so forth.
(b) Put a star of one color by all the division problems, subtraction in
another color, and so forth.
(e) Have the student mark each type problem with a different marker
before he begins (lambie, 1986).
(d) Use a highlighter pen to color the signs (+, x) and clue words rmore
than,- -times·) and thus direct the focus of the student'~ attention
(O'Zamko, 1985).
R. When the student does not focus on oral or written instructions and
therefore does not know where to start nor how to take one step at a time to solve
problems the follOWing ideas may be helpful:
(a) Use a cue card depicting an •ear- to remind the student to listen.
(b) Indicate relevant written parts in a text with a highlighter pen.
(e) Undertine steps that go together in one color, another type of
information in another color, and so forth.
(d) Tape a cue card to the desk which color codes each step in the
solution process. (e.g., green=first step, yellow=seconcl step•... red=la~~
step) (lambie, 1986).
(e) Provide a sample problem for each assigrvnent (O'Zamko, 1985).
(f) Color-Coding the various steps may help the child understand.
For example:
yellow--division
blue=multiplieation
purple=subtraction
brown=bring down
red=add
green=carry

(O'Zamko, 1985).
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Using one adaptation in isolation may not be sufficient for solving the
student's problems. therefore combinations of the adaptations may have to be
used. The teacher should try an adaptation consistently before presuming that it
does not work. Adaptations should be varied to prevent the student from
becoming bored. Praising a student is not an adaptation; however. it should be
realized that students who need adaptations also need lots of encouragement
and praise for small steps in the right direction (Lambie. 1986).

Numeral Recognition
When a student has difficulty recognizing the numerals give him visual and/or
auditory cues to help stimulate his thinking.

Examples:

1 is skinny. One-sun.

2 needs a shoe. Two-shoe.
3 rhymes with me. Three-me.
4 needs more. Four-more.

5 has a big. fat stomach and we call it a big fat 5. Five is alive. Five-alive.
6 can mix. Six-mix.
7 rhymes with heaven. Seven-heaven.

8 looks like two circles. Eight-plate.
9 has a head. Nine-mine.
10 pigs in a pen. Ten-pen.
Twist and Do
On a one and one-fourth yard piece of oil cloth draw several six inch circles.
Cut mmerals from colored

contact paper and attach one mmeral to each circle.

Make two spinners from large cardboard circles. Mark one spinner into four
sections and print one of the following in each section: left hand. left foot. right
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hand, right loot Divide the other spinner into ten sections then laminate ex cover
with dear contact paper

Put one contact rnrn.,aI in each section. Use as many

ex as t_ runerals (trom 1· 10) as the students have previously learned. Any
contact run.,als whic:tI are not being used may be removedtrom the spinner

andIor oil doth and placecl on wax paper. Altactla spinner to eactt cardboard
circle with a bract The ctIild spins both spiMeri and fOllows the c1Wections SUCh

must move the loot or hand to the tUneral indicated. The
n~aJ called is oocupied or it hoi cannot r,ach tn, space.

as: left foot, nine. H,
child is out if the

Variabon: Use "It'rs instead of nL.m.,als (Malish, 1974)

For I tactile presentation of numerals trace them on the back of the child's
hand or trace them on his back Ind let tWn gue.. the

n.me of the numerll .

Counting Orally

Tc. provide

I visual stimuli along

with the oral stimuli hl"'th' child drOp

manipullb"" IUCh IS buttons or chips into I dear plastic cup. As he counts he
can see how many chips are represented by the nlnlber (O'Zarri(o, 1985).

Do ItBoarcl

On I large sheet of plywood put ten rows of nails spaced about ltv" inches

apart. Write numerals on thr.... inch cards with a hoi, punchecI at the tOp. Ask
the aIudenI to order

a grcq, of runbers on the board as he counts aloud.

The 00 It Board may be used lot a variety of tuQ inducing the following:
placing Words in alphabeticaj order: rnatIChing pic.tw, carda and wordS; matching

<:oint to 1mOunt: matching docN to lime: ordering wordI to milk, a MnIInce:

ordering IetIera to mak, a word: matching addition, 1Utltr-aion, rnuItiJ!Iication,
and divilian equations to correct &nawefa: matching Iebta: matching COlors and
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words: ordering pictur•• .md 1OUnda: mU::tling I.M* and lOwer ca .. lett.,.
(Malish. 1974)

Humb., Symbol.
The

number .ymbois Ind

'* order from one to tweIv.

must be learned

~ by rote. H~v... beyond tweIv.1t ia ~ to t.ad'! metnlngt to
. . runber words by looking et . . parts 01 . . woniS. For ex.."... in . . words

thittMn. kutHn. fIftMn and 10 for1h thelYlMlle INn indIcatu the preaenc. 01
ten. nwtHn dencItM thr. .ten Met ibwfNn denoIN four-ten.

runber word Mwnfy on. reucnng can be UMd to

repetiljon In . . runber play. Ty ia I'Qqt 01 as ten.

u walib_ 0I1Wo.

fWH,

etc.

From lie

recowue .. MOM 01
TwIn. INT. lor.

f/I .... ...,..

bI and M . Therefore, ~-on.1houId be

~ 01 utwo tenI Met one. thirty·four as thr. . lena Ind four. W .......
rdonality . . IMming of runber """1houId not be totdy rot• .
When "Khing the number words from ,..." to nNfHn . the
pronunc:idon 01 the '"" IhouId b e . . . . .. From . . . . c:NIdren should be
. . . to INm IhIt tMn re.ty me.,. 'ten· Met IhIt . . " means 'fiv. Md ten'

(Peter.on. lV'3).

O,diql

Hum.,.,.

Materials:

A pocket c:ftM. index cardI on wNc:h . . . . 01 anmaII hav. been dr.wn or
~.
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Directions.
Place MYlral pic;1ure. in • row in the pocKet chart. The child is

a~~ to identity

each ere"e'. position . . firat, ucond, Me. IMIliIh, 1974} .

....terial.:
Heavy taQboard cut into 2113 inch rectangles, clothespins, • wire coat hanger.
Draw or glue • picture of • peraon
onto • c:Io4hnpin.

onto each rectangl4t then glue ead'! picture

Directions:

Hang

"Vir"

picture. on the coat hanger. AIk. IIudInt 10 Identify the poIition of

each peapte card u tnt, second, etc. IMa/iah, 1974}.

llnelnaRow

t.tat.riaIa:

T~ cut into ex 10 inch rec:tangles wiIh . . PQIItion WOfda firat, MCOnCI, etc.
wribn on !hem, I twenty-inch piece of yam or airing att.c:hed 10 each rectangle in
order that they may be t.Ing IUOU"d the ~en·. nedta.

Direc:llona:
I n " front of the room line '4> thr. . children in •

row.

Give . . first child • card

whictI ..ys . .. the MCOnCI child I catd which "YI NCtJnd. and the third child a
card which ..ys thitrI . Tell . . cNchn ttIat each one hal •

new name and that

each muat btM ~y and follow . . directiOna when hia new name IS ca/I~.
Next. give . . following c:onm.nda:

Fq. touch )'OUr head.
TNrd, raIN ~ hind.

Second. dIP ~ . . . ..
WiI h

... .,..... ~ your.,..1
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Will IN ttwd person

C1'OU yeti feet?

I want IN firSt ~ l\) go to his ctlair wid lit down
Now. will the MCOOd perIOn go to his c:tIalr wid lit down?
Now. the ttwd person will Sit down.
The game continue. with a

new rON of thr.. students.

Variation:

The..",. first. ~. wid lUi may be substituted (Peterson. 19731.

".th Facta
HUHIbring (1987) advises teac:hen that they Should not be c:ont8nt when

IN apeciaI dIiId can ~ answers to basic: fIICb by uaIng COWIting
01 eIec:Iric

.at••

c:aIcuIatora. Recent re..arctl indicMu that . . . . proc:edw.. may

ira. . . with ~ level md\ 1kiII. aud't u IYIUIIipIe-d9t addition and
IUblrKtion. long diviaion, wid frldiona. Molt cognitive acMntists believe that ••

basic: IkiIIa are prKti.:led thIir execution requir. . ,... cognitive processing

CIPdY 01 .ttenIion wid therefore becomes 1Uamatic. We III have a IiInbd
C3IPdY for pI'OCHIing~. 'Thet'1Ifcn. If we do not need to UN pw1 of
this Iin'Ibd capacity for per10ming basic: skills. we will hav. mar. capacity I.tt to
.x~ ~ levellkllls.

The atliIiIy, it appears. to sl.lClCMd at higher lavel

1Icib, is directly raaat.d to the . . . . Ity with whictliower level proc:uHI are

ueaMd. TNa knowledge unquationabIy incIicatIs that mare aqlhasis thouId
be placed on heIpWIg IPICiaI cHdran develop rapid . ........., and errortus
rec.l of bUic maIh fKta. AuIamatic retrieval of bUic fKta Should be the goal for
.. . . , . . (HUMIbring,

'.71.

U.. fIuhcardI CCIIItaWng the bUic fadI to ...... the .......... level of

8IAcmaticily. Flath. card. "thllUMnI likes men ... t to 2 MCOncIs to
rWteve the can.d ...." or If the IUMnI WIt In oIMouI counting *1IIgy .
... proe.m should be CCllllldeted a ~ tact. If the IUMnI can
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respond instantaneously. the tKt IhouId be considered .utom.tized
(Hasselbring. 1987)
After the IIuhcard test. group all the ~ed carda together by .... alz. of
the minimun addend. For ex~. piKe .11 ....

faa. with • minimum addend of

otogether (e.g .. ()+(). ()+ 1. ()+2 . ()+3) and lithe faa. with • minimum addend of 1
togeCher(e.g .. l+o. 1+2. 1+3. * .1. Next. Nlec:tfrom .... ..ncnownfICUwiIh.

'*"

to learn. For .x~e. ()+8
8+0. IIong wilt! ()+f and t+O. 00 not wortc on more than two or"'" fIc.U
and their rec:ipocala It • time. When .. or .... fIc.U with • zero hav~ been
leamed revi_ II the known fIc.U then move to .... faa. with • minimum addend
minimum addend of 0 and their recipOClla for
and

of , . After III .... mininun ~ of 1 •• 'eamed review II' known facia !hen

move to .... "**"urn addend of 2. and to on until all faa. II. 'uIomalized
(HISMIbnng.

'.7).

~ and ~ (,.,) pr.aent .... math fIICt flmillea in .... following

ml"'*:

o

I

QIQ QIT
!lQ.
10

2

om
20

4

5

04

05
50

11

1 :3
31

o

8
08

60
.1 1
11
26
62
35

22

14

I:
I
!I 1i!

53

44

17

97

88

18

~~

(p 1fBI

A "Flit Fact 01 .... D.y" game may be played to help aAom8Iize ........
For . . . , .• • PIIIcUIr fllCtClln becalM the puIWOId far . . day. StudenIa
may not ..... or leave . . roomunltfJey ~ . . Fut Fact ...... ~ It.
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Set up • variety of QAlOftuniti•• during the day which c.n be used to require the
students to recall the Fast F-a (HUMlOring. 1987)

ChIhnge Time may llso be used to reduce the retri.vll time of the facti .
Aft.r the ItWenta hlv.....-ned the Fast F-a . • ven though it may like them thnl.

to five seconds to do 10. mix the Fast FICtI with the .....ady IUlomatized flCtllnd

pr.sent them orally or with flUhcardI in. random order. Challenge the student
to retrieve the flCtl from memory wiIhin one to ttv.. MOOnda. gradullly reducing
the time to one second. TtwIatudent InUIt r.1PMd within the ~ tirM. If
the time

"lPN-

or In incorrect aneww i$ giyen. provide the anlWe( and pr.aent

the Fast F.a egain. ConIirq this until the correct

answer i$ given correc:ty

within the challenge time. Provide correctly. fHdbaQ( if the Itudent cannot do
10. CNilenge time will force the student to recall anaw«I ripicly (HUMIbring.

1987).

The . . . . . eNId often needs the UN of mlniplAtiY.. or Mmk:Gncrete
repr~ to help him ~ and c:oqwehend the math f.as. Many

~ IUCtI U be.".. bI.eona. 8INII bIoc:.tIa. PIPef punctt doll, nc., macaroni. or
roc:N may be used to incr.... "arning for thou wno need viIUII anci'or
~

stimulation.

nc.. or macaroni may be glued beside the runerala of •
problem or in the answer ~on (VbIe. 1982).
PIIPef punctt dots.

3 ~

For IIudentI

wno ar. vilUlllea".. the following methods hav. bun f'JYnd

to be ~ when te.nng h

math facts :

Since calor incrNMS HnIOry IIimuIation it can be UHd to ~*ze
umeneu of.".,... ElrPaIn to the eNd flat problems written in h Nme

color will have IN . . . . . . . . .. Thus. red ccUd be UHd tot 2+3. 3+2. 1+4.
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4~ I.

0+5, etc and blue for 2+4 , 4"' 2. ;}.3.

~ 1. • tc

It IS also very

~anlto

have the child do his own writing In 0001 to reintorce this concept (Vitale , 1982)
·Pleat the Paper is a visual method for P'acticing maltt facts or spelling
words. Choose a tact the mid is haVing

difficulty remllmbering. A$k the child to

study the fact then write an answer to it on the outer edge 01 a piece of paper
Next, have the child told badI the paper hiding Itte fact before rewriting it Then
have the child unfold the pleat to chectllhI problem with the first answer

on the

sheet. If correct , ask him to repeat the process three a fol. more times. When
the student is incorrect, have him study the
(Mercer and Mercer, 19811.

'act using the first writing ilS a prOfl'lJt

The following device is another visual tool which IS useful to

some students.

flAaterials.

A segmented piua board with arithmetic piobltm$

on the front and symbols on

the back: clip-type clothespins with answers on one Side and symbols
corresponding to those

on Itte bad< Side 0I1hI pizza board.

Directions :
The student r e . the problem, dips on the answer to IhI problem, then turns the
board Oller. When the symbol on the bad< I)f the board matches th, Symbol on
the clothespin the lnSwer is COrrect (Mercer and Mercer, 1981). (See eX8fTl)Ie
under Sight Vocabulary game entitled Clothespin Wheel .)
To make subtraction more conaete for

ttte

child have him add to reach his

answer. Start with the small nunber then add counters until n. reaches Itte
answer. The runber 01 COunters indicates the answer

8
~
3

(say J
five

( point to OOInWrs and say)
six,
seven,
t91t
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ThiS method may help the Visual learner graSp the meaning of subtraction (Vitale,
1982)
Another visual device involves the use of triangle cards, Write a mattlfact on
eaen caId by putting one part of the fact in eacn comer . The student should Study
these "triangle families" by covering the numeral in one corner. Next, he states
ttle addition 01 subtraction fact using the two uncovered nunerals, He can ttlen
move his ttlumb from ttle COvered comer to ched< his answers (Thornton, 1986),

F01 the d'lild who needs tactilke ar4'01 kinesthetic stimulation. two methods
follow:

One valuable kinesthetic aid is an oversized number line which has been
taped 10 ttle floor. Let the children walk

out their mattl protllems (Hayes. 1985),

"Ghosting" is also a useful tactile-Kinesthetic method to use with special

Students, First, write the fact on a chalkboard, Nekt, ttle child should finger trace
and say the fact until allttle chalk has been rubbed away by the finger movement.
The "ghost " would remain and ttlefact would be "laid to resf in memory
(Thornton. 1986). "Ghosting" may also be USed wittl Spelling and with sight

words.
The aUditory learner may need to repeat ttle math facts OIally.

Sometimes

chanting 01 singing Itlern, with a viSUal stimulus to correct himself. may be the
best method (Hayes. 1975). Commercial recordings of the multiplication facts in

song are avai'ableand helpful to the aUditory learner,

"Be. Yourself" is a game in which the child records math facts from a
selected workSheet onto an al.dio tape and attlt'f1)ts to say 01 IIIme the answer
befOle it is heard on the tape

(Thornton.

1986).

The following three glme' are useful for practicing mattlfacts after they have
been masq,ed,
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Materials
A decoratld tall boll with • construction paper or labic cutout 01 a dog glued to

the outside, a paper cup dog food bowIlastened to the boll with a brad, bones cut
from construction paper which have be.n laminated, a grease pencil or overhead

manung pen to write stimulus cues on the bones.
DirectiON:
Write "bait\:" on bong in

01 the bones, on the others write rune.r facts . Put ttle

the tall 0011. The children take turns drawing out a bone. If they can give

the CGfTect answer to the fact the bone is fld to the dog by ~ng it into his bowl .
If the answer is iOCGfTect it is put badI into the boll. If the c:hiIcI draws a "barit; "

bone he feeds the dog automatically. The wimer is the child who pub the most
bontI, in the dog', bowl .

Modifications:
The bone, may contain Ihapes. colors. color words. letters. numerals. number

worda, sigt1t words (Malish.1374).

MalhWaJ
Materials:
Milke sets 01 indell cards consisting 01 all the math family patterns through the
Sln1$

1~,

019 (54 cards in eKh set). EII~' : The family pattern for 7 is: (}+-7. 7~ .
&+1 . ~5. 5+2, ~. 4+3.

DirectiON:
EKh plaYlI'lhuIIIes his dedi 0154 cards and place, them face down . Each
playll' turns Ovll' one card. The player who

turns the carel with the largest sum

wins .. the tumid cards. Then the players eKh turn 1Nif next carel. If two
players turn cards with ~ SImI. then those two play. . declare war. They
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.ach place ltv. . c:ardl face

aown and tum the four1t1 card 'ace 14>.

Th. play.r

whose card hal .". highest value wins all four cards of the othet' playar (thr••

face down.one face 14» and aN .". cards wtlictt ~. played bv the OCher plaYlfs.
Whoever hal the moat carda att. all carda are played wins.
Modific:ationa:

0Ihar math 'ada may be USed such as ~ to 18 and multiplication facts (Man:ar
and Marcar .1981).

MM8riala:

index cardS (3115 ail.) with arittwnetic fada on one aide and blat* on the
ott. aide; tan index cards with the answ.rs to the protllams of the stimuIuI cards
Tan

on one Iida and blat* on the othIf Iida.

Oirac:tiona :
The cardS v. ptacad face down in rows.

TWO 01

mora .....".. take tuma. The

IIrIt player UnI OIl. a card and ~.. the 1n8WW. If hi ia COfr.a. hi UnI OIl. I
MCOnd card. If the MCOnd card Ihowa the anaww to Ihe fitsI card. the player
kNpa bolt cardS. tf the play. gIv.. an incorr.a .,.,.. to the first card hi doe,

not tum ovar a MCOnd card. The next play. !han tM.. a tum. The play. wIIh
. . moat eardI when II the carda have bean taken is the winner.

DDDDD
D~DDD

DDO[!!]O
00000
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Modification
This oame may be played with addition , subtraction, multiplication, or diviSion
facts (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).

Column Addition
Alter the addition and subtraction facts have been mastered ihe children are
reedy to move on to more diffoCUlt math IlUlis. When teaching coIl.fM addition,
help the children look lor patterns within the protllem,suct1 as, pulling out 10'5,
gr~ng numbers (ie , starting with the largest number); or mixing the process

E)Cample

6

a Has four "5's" and a "3- or 20+3:23
b Has two - IO's- and a -3" or 20.3=23

4

c

5
2

6:6
4·2=6
5·1 =6
--18-

I
.:~
23

·5
23

( YUal. 1982)

Regrouping in Addition
Children otten have difIicuIly with the concept of regrouping. The

most

oonmon method of teaching •carrying ' separat•• the number by placing hall 01 it

at the bottom of the problem
E)Cample:

arid

I

39
~

3

or

ha" of it at the tcp.
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Otten thiS confuses the child and he reverses the n~ber5 carrying the wrong
n~r . One method

whiCh may eliminate the contusion is to have the child

carry the nu'llber at the bottom.

EXllmple

39

~
3
To eliminate the ne.cl lor carrying . hive the child add left to right . adding the
tens or hundreds first and wortOng backwards

EXllmpl1!

283

46

or

~

90 - tens

-.U - ones

872

or

1000 - hundreds

263 = 200. 60· :3
672;; 600· 70. 2
1000 -150. 5

ISO - lens
~

103

115S

(Vltllle, 1962)

A vanation of the above method is rellrr.cl to as partial~ . When the Sl.m
01 the ones coI~ is gre.ter than or «lUll 10 len it .s writtln U I two-digit
number at the bottom 01 the ones and tens coi~

EXllmpl1!

29

22
is

70

as
In \hi, ex~e ~6

a

1S. thus 1S is writtln at the bottom of the coI~ . Next.

the tens coI~ is IdcIed and the SLm is written below the Sl.m 01 the ones
coI~ . In this CUI. 2 tens + 5 \en$ - 7tens or 70. Next. the two partial ~ are

IdcIed (Mercer and Merc.r. 1981).
A method of regr~ in coIlnW'I addition Is shown in the following

IX"""':
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7 6 8
~:p~

·1 " ,

1 ·1f

I

&4 6
+ 6 81~
2 77 6

Begtnnong at the lap light In Ihls exa~e . 8+5 equals 13. which can be
lenamed n

1 'e" and 3 ones

A hOfllontallonl IS drawn Ihrough the 5 to

'(IJlfeaelll the te" and the ones digit IS written on the .xtlnsion 01 thl lin. . Since
the hnt IlP'e.. "I, the I.n the slud.nt doe, not need to try to remember it. Thl
sludent u.e. the ones dlgtl that IS left over (the 3 in this case) to begin adding
until another Ie" IS etAlllled In this Ix~e . 3+&-9: then 9+ 7~ 16. Thus. a line
IS

drawn thought the 7 to represent the ten. and the 6 ones are written on the ~ne

~Ince all numbers In the ones column havt beln added.

the 6 is rtcOfdtd as the

ones digit al the bottom 01 tht column.
The two hnts draWl' In tht ones column represtnt 2 tens: thus. addition in the
It"s column begins by carrying tht 2 ttns. These 2 ttns ate added to the 6 tens

and conti nutS until the,e IS a sum equal to or great.r than 10 tens : 2 tens + 6
Ilns - 8 ttns. 8 ttns + 7 ttns • 15 tens. A lint is drawn across the 7 10 reprtsent

10 ttns and the remaining 5 tens art written on the line. Ne~. 5 tens + 4 tens - 9
lens. 9 ttns and 8 tens · 17 tens A lint is drawn across the 8. and the 7 is
rtcOfded as the tens digit at the bottom. In the tens column each line represents

10 tens or ont hundred. Thus. tht two lines in the tens column are carried OVtr to

the hundreds column to begin addition there . The 2 hundreds are added to 7
hundreds and addition oontinUQS in a similiar fashion (Mercer and Mercer. 1981)

Pllee Value
for the child who needs • hands-on e~ to help him ,"*stand
place value. the use of popside s1ictIs ia .ugglsted. Purchase Itv.t hundred or

lTIOI'e
shop

POP~e

stICks from a local daIry i'nd Ice cream busIness or from a craft

Usmg colored markers write the fOllowing on Index cards

hundreds in red.

tens In blue . ones In green (COlors may vary according to preference; how"ver .
be COO$istent eaen time the words iIIe used.) Put the cards on a table in their
proper sequence . then put two popcycles stid<.s in the ones column under the
green Sign Next. take a $heet of paper and writ, (using the same co4ors wiIh the
IderrucaJ place value words) th, hundreds. t,ns. ones
writ, a green 2 in the ones cOlumn.
E)(l!mple

1

1

L

j
e

0

II>

II)

'"

c:

II>

1:)

'"

c:
~

~

c:

USIng a green marker

~
4>

Q...

2 (""lh 17 ••n

m ..... r>

I ( blw) 3 (17..n)
3(blolt) 4 (17 ..n)
~H17 ••n)

2(r.d) 2(b.... )

Next. count out ten POPSic/e stid<.s. put a rubber band around them to make a
bundle . Put them under the blue tens Sign, then put ttv. . stid<.s under the gr. .n
ones Sign

Oemonstrat'th, writing of the

~ra;

13 by using a blue marklf' to

write the on, in the tens place and wiIh a green marker write the ttvee in the ones
place. The next step is to ask the child to malle ttv. . bundles each containing
ten stICks. Ask him to tell you into which cOIlmO they

should be pllICed. If he

heSitates guide him to the correct cOIlmO . Then give him 4 porsicle sticks and
ask him where they belong. Guide him if neceSSIty N,xt, give him the blue and

gr. .n markers and ask him to write the

rune,als in the correct colors and in the

correct COlumns on the paper Give asSistance if needed. Continue working wiIh
tens and ones until he

appea,s competent.

Follow this same procedure into the

hundreds place using ten bundles of ten Sticks to make one big buncIe of a
hundred

Sticks. (leave the rubber bands around each of the ten

gr~ of ten
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slicks wIthin the hundreds bundle as IttIS makes it eaSier for the child to
understand Ittat a hundred buncNe IS actually 10 tens)
After Itte child becomes c~ with ones. tens. and hundreds discontinue
Itte use of Itte colored mariters and encourage Itte child to write allltte nL.merals
with A Plnell

Re.ding Place Value

Long shoe strings may be attached to four cards lor stringing beads to
represent the nL.mber Of value of each place . For example: To r&plesent 5346
Itte student would string 6 beads onto the ones coIlomn , 4 beads onto the tens

coI~ and so forth. A knot Of a clotheSpin could be used to keep beads from
falling off the string The cards could be attached to a bulletin board
(Mercer and Mercer. 1981)

01'

wall

Use Itte same COlors to write Itte ones (green). ten:: (blue). and hundreds
(red) Ittat were described in Ihe popsjde slid< suggestion. Teach the children 10
read the numerals left-tO-right using the cards and beads as Itteir cue.
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RegrOUping in Subtraction

The concept of borrowing or regrOUpiny is olten confusjng to special children .
The chik*er, often subtract the smaller n\.lTlber from It1e larget' number regardless
of the IUnber of times they are told, 'Subtract the bottom number from the top
O\.ITlber, '

Ex~ of mistake

82
-§

47

'ro aid children in remembering to subtract the bottom from the tOp number

COlor COde the numbers. Mak. the tOp nunber red and It1e bottom ruT'lber green .
Next, r.mnd the children by saying, 'Subtract the gr. .n nunber frorn the red
i'lUrl'Ur,' The color coding will help the children to organize their thinking,

82 (red)
-~(grHn)

33

they

When chile.-.n are ready to regrCM4) (borrow), have them drdelhe numbers
must change ,

E)(l!Imple

3s@9<D
-23753

(Vital e, 1962)

Another method wtlich aften helps children with regrouping is to have them
add • ten to the top nunber on the right and a ten
Defore SUtltracting,

E)(lIrnple

to the bottom runber on the left

95 = 90 .15
- 29=~

60 • 6 = 66

(Vite l e. 1982)
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Multiplication

It IS usetulto let tne chlldr.n use tne times table chart at all times because it is
a poSItive lIT1pfess method that will eventually aid tne children in learning the
multiplication facts.
Few children who need visual and/ew kinesthetic stimulation to help them
understand the purpose and meaning of multiplication. the following idea has
been used succ.ssfujly
fout-inch cirdes

Give the child a box of counting blocks ew cubes. 12

cut from felt. and I

worksheet containing several of tne basic

multiplication facts from one family of facts such as tne following from tne 3's
family :

I (multIplicand)

2!l (multiplier)

2
x:3

:3
x3

4
x3

3 (prOduct)

Teach the d1i1d to look at the multiplier first. In this case the multiplier is thr. ..
tneretcwe. the chiJd places three circles on his desk. Next. he looks at tne
n.ultiplicand. which is one. He then places one blQC6( on each o.:ircle

To get the

product the child counts all the blocks on all tne circles . The child writes the
Pfoduct as he rlCites the problem by stating "3 Xl 3.g

Another visual multiplication aid can be cre.ted by instructing tne child to
draw sticks in the margin of his paper

Few example, if he is multiplying

a x 4 he

can draw light Iltles. "crOSS " them with four lin IS. then count all the intersections

as in the following

11111111

lumple:

• •' "

This method is ItpeCially enlightening to the Child when he multiplilS by zero.
For IXImplI,

axo would be done by drawing eigt!llines, but with no lines to cross

eo
them there are no intersections to OOUI1t , IJld the child can easily see that the
~ i.

zero (Haye., 1975).

The fingers can be used as a visual tool when working on the multiplic;ation

tIICb of sill through nine. (Knowing the lower filets through the fivn is a
prereqUait. to using this method.) TNch the children that the h.mbI arl sixiS.
Hold "" both tIunba.

To nUtipIy 8 X 9 . Start with lither hand and count "" from 6 for the tnt nunber;
next, count up from six on the o4tw hand for the MCOnd nunber:

Now count aM the ~ wtictI akIk ~ by " " ': 10, 20, 30, 40, SO, 60, 70. Next,
InIMipIy ... the folded down fingeq en one hand by . . . . on the other hand:
2X1

E

2

70 • 2 - 72 10 8 X 9 • 72 (Hayes, 1975).

The following meIhod ia another finger counting device whIc:h wofks only with

h

ninM nUeiPication ..., Wra a ninM r.d on h~, IUCtl as 5 X 9,

Ha". h

dlildren hold "" both handa, then count from 1eft-tD-righI to finger

runt. 5 and fold it down. They wiI now haY. fIIu fingers, a space, then he
more ~ or an IIIWWW of ~-flyl. Next, Pf1ICticI this by letting the children
wrtIe . . r.d f\at you Ihow ... rov handa.

0 1

EXample

5 xQ

2x9

8
(V I t81e , 1982)

ThiS method may involve a large amount of counting on the fingers , however,
lor th .. child who is a visual learner these ideas are very meaningful
It was mentioned earlier that the addition and SUbtraction facts should be
automatized and that it should be the goal of tn. teacher to help children develop
rapid. effortless and errorless recall of these facts . This recommendation

should

also be applied to the teaming of the multiplication Md division facts .
Mercer and Mercer (1981) suggtlst the following sequence for teaching
multiplication facts. This sequence is designed to minimize the amount of
memorizing required in learning the facts .

A. First teach that 0 times any number is O.
B. Next, teKh that t times any number is that number
C . Teach that 2 time$ any nLmber is the 1ame as doubling that IlInIber: 2 X
4 means 4 + 4 .
D. Teach that 5 times any runDer is the same as counting by S's the runDer
of times indicated by the muIIipIj.,. FOI

20, 25, 30, 35.

e.~e,

5 X 7 means COUnting,S, 10, 15,

E. TeKh the loIlowing method for learning 1M 9's. Subtract 1 from the

multiplier to obtain the tens digit and then add enough to it to make 9 to obtain the

ones digit. E.~e: 2 X 9 = 18 ··1 is one less than 2 and 1 + .11 _ 9:
5 X 9 - ~S •• 4 is one less than 5 and 4 + ~ - 9
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F. Finally, thefe are only 151acts remaining to be memorized
3)(3-9

4X4-16

6)(6 - 36

7X7-49

3)(4 " 12

4)(6-24

6X7 - 42

7)(8 - 56

3 X 6 -18

4 X 7 .. 28

6)( 8 - 48

8X8 - 64

3X7 - 214)(8 - 32
3)(11-24

Many tuc:hets believe tNt hie fac:U ar. learned taster by or~ the
doutMa (3 x 3, 4 X 4, etc.), Chua leaving orIy 10 fac:U to be learned.
One practical mehId tOl IppIying muliplicallon to meaningful experiences is
to 1IruCU. the leSIOnS around the kiIchen. AIk the studenb to COfT1)IAI how
many ~ oIliIverware are nMdId to Nt a table tor tour peopI. if .WI uses •
krh, tartt, and IPOOI'I. How many llices 01 peaches would be 11ft if the tour
PICIIII eld'l ate six lliceslrom • c.n which corQined 30 slices (O'ZI/ri(o,
1985)?

The following game ma~ be UMfuI \0 help the chile. ." prlCtice the
rnuItipIic:atio and division lecta.

MaterialS:

Forty to fifty-two cardS which cont.in tImiIiIs 01 nUtiplic;ltionIdillision fac:U.
E..".,.: II X 6, 6

x 8,

48 .;- 6, 48 + II.

Directions:

Deal SlYen cardS to each player. The player on ' " left 01 th. deal. draws a

c:ara from the remaining cards.

It the c:ara

"'*'* two

aIher cards in his hand

which III in the same 1MiIy, he lays down the book 01 cardS and giv.. the
InIWer

to .ach tKt.

It M giv.. an IncorrKt . . . . ., ' " eardS must remain in m

hand ,11IiI his next tum. Abr ' "

.Y*'

lays down 01 is unIbII to do 10, M must

concIuc» his play by cbcaIding one cans from his hand. ThiI CIId is pIac.ct

fac:e

"" bIIide ' " dec* 10 that II ' " __ cIec:IrdI CM be Men. The next player
may c:hooM to dr., a CIId tram '" ltD 01

'** "" '"

prlWlus cbcard. He
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cannot choose to picil up a discard unl.ss h. can match I! with two cards In his
hand. If ther. are two cards in th. discard pil.that match one in hiS hand, he may
pidf. up both cards . He does

not hav.to t8k.the whole padl it h. can give the

correct answers to the cards beiw"n the

two cardS h. wants Also, during hiS

tum another pjayer may lay down one or more cards that match another player's

books. When one pjayer runs out of cards. he Says, ·RlMTlmy.· and wins the
gam• .
Adaptation:
Additi<'n and subtraction facts may bfl written on the cards (Mercer and Mercer.
1981)

Mon.y

If a child has had v.ry little or no experi.nce handling r.al mon.y he may
have dilficulty with the concepts of money and making chang. Childr.n who
hanel. r'aI money in real or simulated

Situalion~ will learn the nam.s and values

Ql,liddy. Ther.fore, wh.n,ver possibl., children should have a small allowanc.
or ' jobs - to .am som'mon.y
R.al money or lit.'ike play money and a cash r.gist.r are valuabl. tools to
have when beginning t" t.ach money concepts. Begin witt1the name and value
of th. penny. !hen the nidlel. dime. quarter, etc. B. SUr. one coin name and
value is I.amed before proceeding to the next The fotlowing step. then. wOUld

be to eValuatetne child 's ability to count by S's and 10·s. When the child can
demonstrate profici'ncy with 5's and 10's he is ready to be taught to count coins
and make change.
Always create interest by diSCUSSing a lif.-'ik. situation for ne.ding to mak.

change Use the child's name when possibI.
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E)(~.

Aaron wants to buy a baseball card from Jason The card costs 88¢
will Aaron rec.iv. if h. gives Jason $1 .oo?

How

much money

Place a baseball card

on the tabI. and say . 'This is wOlttt 88¢

' Next tell the

child to add coins to bring the amount to Ihe near.st muItipI. of five AsII the child
to tell you what the next muItipI. of S will be alter the number 88, In this CiS. the
child should answ.r 90. Point again to Ihe basebaU card and say. ' S8C .' Add a

penny totna tabI. and say. ' 89C .' Put another penny on tn. tabI. and say. '9OC '
N.xt, uk the child what c:oir. he needs to add to the 90C to make

on. dollar,

If he

~s not answer, put a dime on the tabI. and say. '9OC and tOe make $1 ,00.'

At

tt'oiS point .xplain to the child that he continues to have a dollar in value as he has
the baseball card . two penni.s, and a dime, N.xt ask him to count the coins and

tell you the amount. Giv. assistance if needed. Th. last step is to writ. $ 1.00

and SUbtract 8ac from it. This prov.s that his 12c change is correct

Exampl.:
$1 .00

.:...U baseball card
. 12c:hange

The following game provides an interesting and chall'nging opportunity to
prlCtic:e OOtlnting money

Materials:

Paper. pencil. and timer.
Directions:
USing the few.st coins to make a given SI.m is the otlject of the game. The I.ader

ca!Ja out an 1mOUnt, SUCh as 85 oenta. Within a pr~ time limit. 'ach
player must write down or draw the coins that FNke that amount. Every play.r
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who correctty SI.nlS the COtns

IS

given one point

The player or players who use

the fewest coins are given five points. The player who first reaches a score of 25
points wins the game (Mercer and Mercer. 198 1).
Another interesting approach for practicing with
Ask the children to bring grocery bags.

mone~ is the grocery store.

~ty food cans. cereal boxes. etc.

Let a

child take • grocery bag and fill it with items he wOUld like to -buy . - Next. hive the
child list III the items he bought and the price of each item. Alter he totals the bill

he must drlw the coins

~or bills he needs to pay tor the items (Mllish.

1974)

"Mllion: Each child can be given an amount of money to spend before he goes

shoslping. Another child can be the cashier and give 'JIch shopper the proper
change liter the purchases are made.

"elsuroment- -length

For a seIf-chedUng activity involving the use of I ruter . draw lines on blank
Llngulge Muter cards, then record the length of the lines in inches and in
centimeters on the tape. Number the cards then have the student write the

IlUInbefI on a sheet of notebook paper Next. il'lStruct the student to measure the
line on a card and record the length in both inches and centimeter • . Then. to
check himself the student can insert the card in the language Mister and

~sten

tor the correct measurement (Mercer and Mercer. 1981).

An activity which gives the student some practicll measurement activities
involves giving him I box of obiec:ts to measure . The objects might include a
popsicIe stick. PIPIf clip$ of various sizes. comb. straw. etc. Next. give the

student a wortuheet with the objects listed. As the student measures the Objects

he can record their lengths in inches and centimeters on the worksheet. This
activity can also be used for weighing Objects (Mercer Ind Mercer, 1981).
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Measurement- - Time

To increase the child's awareness. interest. and understanding 01 time us,
phrases such as -in five minutes.- -eariier todav '- ' after

noon.- and -yesterdav '-

Holidays and special events are useful for increaSing awareness of calendar timB

(O·Zarri\o . 1985).
Ttv" effective ways tor the special child to learn to ten time are as follows:
Vital. (1982) "4)pOrts the idea of making time bec:ome a very personal

concept tor the special child by combining visualization. body image. phvsical
movement. and bringing the entire envirorYnlnt to the child. This is
lOCOfT1)1ished by having the child close his eyes, pretend he is
both

IJ1Tl$

a clocI< , then put

directly above his head in the position of twelve o'~ . Nillt. havi

the child pr~ the on. o'clocI< position, two o'clocI< position. and so forth . It is
often helpful
provided:

tor the child to have a visual model.

( 1 ) A real dCICk may be taken apart

Two types of models may be

so that the hands can be moved

manually. (2) The teac:her's own body may be the model, hOweVlr , be aware of

the need to face the SNne direction the children are facing.
After the hours have been taught tctach the half ho\M"s and the quarter-hours

or the minutes. Whichever is chosen to be taught first, have the children use their
arms to demonstrate the positions of the ~ hands. It will be less awltward for
the children if tMy .re taught to switch

them

arms when thev reach the half·hour.

Have

ao this with their eyes open following a model. and also with their eylS

closed.
The next step is

to have the children make a clocI< face out of a paper plate

with cardboard hands. Callout various times or write them on the board and
hav. the children place the cIocI< hands in the corred position. Next, have the
children trlNfer this to paper by ci-awing the hands in the proper places on c:locI<
faces that appear on ~eets.
For the next method of teaching children to telt time, • real cIocI< or • docl<

with easily moveable hands is needed. Set the tong hand on the twelve, then tell
the c:HIcIren to watch the Ihoft hand becauae it tells the hour. Mov.the short
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hand randomly to Hveral numerals and read the hours to the children . Next.
have the childrlln read the hour to you as you move the short hand to different
locationa. Later tell the children they are going 10 learn 10 write the time. Then
make the cloc:6c face Show 3:00.

Tell the children

to look at the short hand first and write what it says.

Tell

them that the long hand pointing to the twelve mea'1$ -no- minutes after ttYee
o'cloc:6c. Next. tell them to put I colon liter the thre. and to write two ;zeros. Let
the children pracoc. writing all the ctifte,ent hours of the cloc:6c IS the short hand is
randomly moved to ctifterent locations. each time an ~ is written have the
children read it two w,"ys. ElClfTl)Ie: 5:00 WOUld be read -five o'c!oc:6c IncI no
minutes after five . - Practice until the children are confident with this skill.
During the next seSSion revi_ what was pre..,iousIy leamed then move the

long hand from the 12 to the 1. HI..,e the children count the littie minute martUngs
between the twelve Ind the one. COunting in this

mamer will help thlll1'l

conceptualize the fi..,e minute interval. Next hive the children write the time of
this clOCk :
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Remind tt-em to always begin With the hour (short hand), then write the
mirwtes after the hour In this case write 3:05. Next. havelhem read it two ways.
thre.-o-five and five minutes after ttvee. Remind the children of the tact that they

_ote the three first then afterwards they _ole tne five . Therefore, the five came
after the ttvee and is read five alter ttve. . Let the children practice writing and
then reading five aftfl( each hour around the dod< until they become confident

with this step. (Note: Always write the time first and then read it two ways.)
During the next seSSion review writing and reading the ho~ and five after the

hour before moving to ten aftfl( the hour Again h.ve the children count the
minute ma!1(s betwe.n the twelve and the two.

Havo the children write this time. again beginning with the hour first (in this
case a six) and then write the rrinlbs after it (in this case a ten). Alt.- they have
written 6: 10 have them read it as six ten and ten minutes afte, six. Let tIem
practice writing and reading ten after each hour around the dodI until they

become confident with it. Follow this method with a review of random hours with
a mixbe of time on the hour, five after the hour, and ten after the hour.
During the next session review aU the previous lessons, then proceed to the
fifteen minutes alter-the-hour POsition. Alte, each succ.eding five-iTlinute intarval
be sure to review all the previOusly taught intervals.

When the thirty-five minute interval i. reKhed, teach that point an the clod< in
the following manner:

89

Instruct the childr.n to write 4:35 in the pr.vious manner (hour first, then 35
minutes after), th.n r.ao it as tour thirty-five

ana thirty-five minutes Ift.r four,

N.xt, ciirect the childr.n to the hour (short) 1'\anO, T.U them that it has moved
more than halfwly between the four and the fiv. _ It is now closer to the five than

to the four , Sinc. the short hand is moving to the five the time can now be relO a
third WIY , At this point have the children help count by fives from the nuntrll
t'N"v. (counter-dockwise) to the runeral seven, then r.1d the time as
twenty-liv. minutes .I!Ifgm Iill' o'c:IoQ(, let the childr.n tall. turns r.lOing this

time on the cIodI as four thirty-fiv', thirty-fiv. mifU•• after four, and IS twenty-five
minut..

t!Im five o'clod(, Proceed In this same manner until the cttildr.n WOft<

all the lill' minute int.rvll. arouno the clock ,
/II. third method of I.actling t;me o.veloped by Krustchinsky and lamer (1988)

initially uses • clock without hanas_ The only pr.requisite to this method is that

the chilc*'en must know how to count to 60 by 1'. and S's,
First, _

the childr.n to look at I rvnber line, then help them to see that a

clock is sin1)Iy a runber line that goes arouno in a circle , Next, show the
children a clock without hanas:
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Havlthe childrln pradic:e counting the milUl marQ around the dod<. Call
attention to the tact that the fivl-mIrUI marQ arl heavilr or tliaQ(lr than the
oIhIr~ .

UM In &rTCMI to martI theltarting piKe (0) . For Mveral dIIYI

~VI

the chikirln prllCtic:e counting the minIAIl. After a dIIy or two uK SCII'IlIOM ttl

oounI the "quidl way" (by 5'1) by counting aM the dartter~ . PrllCtic:e this ter
Mveral dIIYI.

55mln~

IIe'It petMd

Nlxt,

~v.

2Smlnutn

IIe'It PINed

22 mlnu1n
hev,puled

the c:tIIIcIr.., prw:b counIing by S'I ..-.cI by 1'1 to arrivl It

runblrswnlchw.rl not .ayln"UllplUof 5 (12, 15,34, 10,56, 35,47, Me.)
Following this step, havi the children dr_ In a hand on the c:IoctI.

serl.. that the

hand InUIt belong In order to rlact1 to the cUer edge of the c:IoctI.

55 mlnu1t.
heW . . . .

Mer Ilia *pia pr~ ...., hit. doc* hal an cUer c:irde 'mirQes)
and an !mer Qrde . . . " . . . , . from 1 to 12, ide""D the hoIn (IN doc*
aaxw.). The min&Me •• on . . ~ «*de, ..,...". It t.ku along hand to
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reach them T~ Inner cHcle has numbers written for the hours A short hand will
reach the numbers whICh leU the hour of the clod<. The long hand must touch all

60 01 the minutes before 1 hour goes put
Next, a.. the children which hour the short hand is pointing towarc;j Then.
ask hOW many minutes have gone pa:it the hour

On ltle following <:\ad( it is 3:07 .

or 7 minutes have gone paslltle hour 01 3:00.

The lasl concept ltlat nleds an explanation is that wher the hour hand is
between two numbers it belongs to the lowI' number

The childrln may need the

reminder or cue . ' Remembe, the dock tells us two things--hOurS written on the
'nner cude and minlJlIs written on the oute, Circll. '
Alt., ttll childrln learn to tIll time . meaningful practice may be provided by
giving the students a w~fJt with Hv.,al blat+. clod<. faces and a Vllilty 01
schedulls (suc:tI as those for TV . movilS, or • bus) . HavI them record schedule
times on ltle dod<. faces (Merelr and Mlreer. 1981).

StCK)' Probllms

To help children identity which mathematical operation is needed to soIvI
story problems. discuS$ and list due wordS and ptYases for the studentS to watch
for when th6y rlad ttle problem For IX~I :
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1ItogdIer.

un. and. PuI. ftnQs. total ~ of

left. kilt . ..,.,.. remain. how many more hr1
rows. gr~.~

. . . uctt

~QM
(~1I'Id~ . 1981)

FirIl. ha'le the MudentI underline theM key words and phrues (Aiello.

,*). Neat. '*"
have

decide wh.t type 01 problem it is. then. write the number

senIIenCe for . . ptOtHm. For exllqlle:
John hili 6 kibns. He gi'le... 01
have 11ft?

6 - .. - _

'*"

(MIre. and~.

.way . How many kittens does he

1980.

For . . aUlMory Ieamef. story potlleml may

r~e '1oca1i~ation .

Lit lNs

child rAd the Itory orllly and then plan Ulud hi. method tor lOi'Iing it (Hay. ..
1975)

To help children underItand story protlleml hay. them write some problems
UIiIlg *11M

01 their own experiences. Begin'" adMty in a groyp IiIuaIIon with

the c:tliIdren dic:tating the protNm. while . . ..chef writ.a it on the board. a

c:Nrt. or wilt! an overhead projector. Lit . . WOYP decide the operation then

a d1iId to wriW the rurI:Ier ...-...nee and WOItI the protHm. Aft.,
own story
poblems. It the ...,.... are ."a . . . . . . . . that they write problems baed
on game scores. The."a Mdion from the daily newtpIIpef ~ be loUd to
~

prac:tiang ... proceu in a groyp have . . cNchn write their

~

the facts (GanIChow. Weber. and Oa• . 1984).

FractIOn.

.aand.,. rei. ~ . . . oIa fradion to 1 and to CIIw

To help c:tliIdren "' ...
tradionl. maN

~

hction c::hIrta 1UCh . . . . . . . . hit taIowa.
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TheM enarts may be used to determine equivalent fractions. greater-than

and less-than values . and finding the lowest common oenominator (Mercer and
Mercer. 1981).
Have the children look at the denominators on one card. then discuss the
size of the denominator .nd the size of tho piece on th4 enart. Help them to

see

that a larger denominator means a smaller piece.

The following method helps children understand the relationship of the
denominator a",d the size of the friction First. draw four circles then tell the
children that theM circles represent pies. Divide the second pie into halves. the
third into fourths . and the foOOh one into eighths

OEB
Direct the children to look .t the pie which is divided into eighths. Explain to

them that the denominator 8 means the pie has been divided into 8 pieces and

runerator 1 means one of the eight pieces of the pie. Discuss 114 IS
one of tour pieces of the pi• . and 112 IS one of two pieces of the pie. Next.

that the
being

ask the children: "Would you preter to ••t 1/8 of thl pie or 112 of the pie'? "Would

you prefer to eat 1/4 or 1/8 of the pie"? "Would you prefer to lat 1 whoIl pi. or

1/8 of the pie"? The children quiddy Ilam which piece of the pil Is the largest.
FrKtion bWs may be !NIdI from tongue depressors, popside sticb. or

construc:tiOf'I pipIf. Wm. the ~s of. single4git

~ on each

bW.
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Example

(

3

( 4

6

9

12

IS

16

8

12

16

20

24 28

15

20

2S 30

I

( 5 110

21

3S

24 27

)

32

36

)

40 45

)

When one bar is ~ Oller another bar frKtionl If. formed. The two
rvnberI on IhIt ex1reme left . . . fie frKtion Ionned, IIUCtt as 314. The

remU"ing ~-*onI.,. equiv...... "dona (1UCh as 314. MI. 9112 . etc.) The
frdon

3I~

and .. ecpvalenta.,. formed

Exemple·

I

~ !)lAtin(; fie

:3

6

9

12

IS

5

10

IS

20

25 30

18 21
35

3 bar over the 5 bar.

24 2 7

)

40

)

45

Achilu with h

__ indudt '88ding the ecpvalenl "dons. tormng
frKtionl with oIw bin. and InIkIng new bin.
Feu bin InIIY be used to add hdIona. IIUCtt . . 213 + 215:
, . FitIt. form h

"actIonI 213 by pIKIng I 2 bar Oller I 3 bar.

(

2

4

6

8

10

12

(

:3

6

9

12

15

18 21

6

I

2

4

6

I

5

10

15 20 25

10

12

14

14

16

16

24 27

16

)
)

16

30 35 40 45

1
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3. Loot! at IN bill. whicn form IN denominator of .acn fraction and Iocat.
IN lowed runber I\at i. IN NIM on .ach denominator bar. In this .x."..". it is
15.

2

4

6

e (io'l12

14

16

Ie

)

3

6

9

12

18

21

24

27 )

2

4

It§.
(6)

8

10

12

14

16

5

10

~l

20

25

30

35

40 45 )

18

'" fractIons with lIke
demonlneters
5. Ned. 8dd.,. ~ on .,. runerlklr bars: 10 + 6 - 16; \hut. IN ..wi
16115.

I . To ...... Iin1)Iy . ..a one runerator ...om IN other: 10 - 6 - 4 or
"'~5 (Mert«

and Mercer. 1981).

A Ihort aA tor finding a cammon denominator before adding or tublracting
frac:tione ia _ _ In .,. following method. The Itudent should draw ttv.. ray.

and nUllPy along . . . . ray• .

Nut. the SIudanI wriIIU a naw ...actkIn tor.,. pair (318 + 216). The runerator
Is fofmed by peIfonniIlIJ'" COfTed Qt*aIion on the procU::tt of IN ciagonaI ray
nUIipIic...... The naw ctenamnator for boIt'l trac:tione ia IN produCt of IN

horizonUII ray 1ft

"ilion.
fallow.,...,.

For . . . . . . .

In this cue 318 + 2J6 • 516.
pdem bIA.-1et tor the .... * p.
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Example

16~4

~32

16

= 32

4 12
3
-32= 32 or 8"

Success with matn conc~ should be the objective that the teacher sets as

her gull. Student

sucx:." should be immediate and continuous . The following

guidelinel are suggested by Mercer and Mercer (1981) U the basis for effective
inStruction to bring success for students with arittwnetic pt"obIems:

1. Inc:IudIltudent pa!1icipation when setting instructional goals in math.
2 . Urge !hot ~ to el!press his understanding of math concepts.
3. Provide pt"actic:e that gives imnediate f~.
• . Use various instructional methoda and activities.
5. U.. c:hatts. cheddists. and graphs to tr~ student pt"ogress.

6. Encourage the student to use visual. l&.ditory. or tactile4Unesthetic

intJuctionai lids when they are helpful
7. When POSSible. give the Student ctloicel of matenals whic:h will
specific matt'! Utills.

i~O\Ie

SPELLING

The $pKial child often has problems in the area of spelling. Reading is a
prerequisite step of spelling. however . frequently the child cannot r.cognize Of
read the words he is asked to spelL Being able to read a wOfd keeps the wOfd as
Q

whole wod increases its meaning to the student. Therefore. the first step when

tladling spel~ng is to teadl the c:ttild to re:ad the words (Dangle. 1987).
The next step is to structure the child's wortI in sucI1 a way that it will insure
suocess. If the child is suocessfuille will havI pride in his WOfk and in himse". If
leaming to spell fifteen words is an ~ble task. let him begin with five wOfds.
Discuss the sound at each letter then ask him to eirell the vowels . diffiCult soundS.
Of silent tetters. Tracing the word might also be helpful (Grabow. 1978).
D'Zan*o wod Hed",s (1985) report rl.larc:tt that reveals the following
practiCes ~ effectivI when teaching spelWng:
1 ~lVise thl child while he corrects his tlst.
2 Use the pretest-study-test method of instruction.
3. The singll c:oI\nVl print is the most effectivI methoC fOf presenting
spelling words. (This method is better than presenting words in context.)
4. Learning to speu words by tha IYnthetic: word 'Woach is morl effectivI

than by using the syllable approact1
5. Spelling achilvement is i"",O'Ied by teaching proofreading skills.
6 . Retention is ~O'Ied by consistent revi_ and'or reteadling.
7. Teach a systematic tec:ttnique

'or studying unknown spelling words .

Several systematic tecnniquel follow:
A . Dangle t 1987) suggest giving • pretest. then letting the student use the
results to decide which words are hard wod which arl easy. The IItUdInt can thin
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1011 hi$ YJOrds into ItacQ 10 I1udy efforts can be focused where needed. The act
of lOfting words into hard/easy ItacQ provides. phyalcal separation between

words requiring inteNIYe study and thole requiring .... effort.
To prKtice phonetically regular words the student Should:

(1) look at \he word and say it 1icMIy.

(2) Trace the word and again say It 1IowIy, listening to ellCh 1OWld.
(3) CoY., the word and

wnt. It from memory while saying it.

(.. ) ChedI the ipeIIing ao-inIt the model, note any 1KfOrS, and repeat
the procedure.
Fcx phonetically irregul., words the Itudent IhouId practic:e ~ the
following method:
(1) look at the word and say It slowly.

(2) Trace ellCh WOld and say the I\Ime of each .....
(3)

CoY., the worG and write It from memory while saying the I\Ime of

NChIetter.

(") ChD the ~ againIt the model word and repeat the procedure
(Dangle, 1987).

The aboYe traoeIcover~ .alegy ia baNd on the principle that becaUM
ItudenIa InUIt .... war.. from memory to ..... them, their prKtice should be

based on writing words from memory. SInce.....,.. consistenIIy COfT.ipOnd to
IOIMldIIn , . . . . wordI, .,. belt
proc.cbe for ptIOIleIbIIy

trace/cov.,.-..

regular words ia to half. the IIudene Ny .,. word as It ia being triad.

for ptIOIleIcalIy irregul., words the IIudene Should Ny the letter

HoweY."
while

name.

trKing , . . . than saying the letter 1OIMldI. Thia wiI help the IIudene to focus his

......... on the ~ 1UCtI . . the IiIent Tin...." and the "ph" wtWch
IOIMldI N In teiephoI .. (Dangle 1987).

B. Mercer and Mercer (198 1) ct.1C:ribe • nUtiaanIory ipproac:t1 to tpeIIing

which w.. developed by G. FernMI. FemMfa mehId irwoIves four HnIOfy
mod. . . .: ¥iIuaI, aucIIary, kineIIIeIic,

and'"

(VAKT).

Since.,. .....

child needI to have aI til ...... inwoIved CUing the Iuming proceu, Femalcfa
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method may prove to be very helpful

It includes the loIlowlOQ steps in learning to

spell a word
(a) The stuaent watd1es and listens while the teacher writes and pronounces the
word . (b) The stuaent traces the word while Simultaneously pronouncing it
(c) Next. the student writes the word from memory

II the word is incorrect. the

second step is repeated. II the word IS correctly spelled it is put in a file box .
Later the student uses the words in his file boll to write stories. (d) During later
stages the tracing method for learning is not always needed. The su..1ent may be
able to learn the word by observing the teacher write and pronounce it and tnen

by saying it himself. The student may eventually be able to learn the word by
looking at it in print and writing it. and finally . merely by looking at it.
C . Backward chaining is a method whieh can be used to teach spelling
words through sequencing the letters. Teaching begins with the last step and
progresses toward tne begiMng of the chain (Snell. 1978).
First. introduce a spelling word

to the stuaent. Have him say tne word and

spell it while looking at each letter . Next. spell the word while directing tne

student to look at the last letter of the word . Spell all of the word except the last
letter. Pause to let the student supply that last latter. Give some type of
reinforcement then ask the student to look at the last two letters of the word .
Cover the word and spell all of the word except the last two letters. Pause to 1..1

the student

~y those last

two letters. After reinforcement is given. prOOHd

through the remaining letters until aM the word has been learned. It may be
necessary

to pr~ the student as he is guided through the steps. However.

pr~ only on

the target step and expect the student to perform on all the

remaining steps in the chain without aid .
The following is an el(~' for teadling the word purple :
Teacner: Purple. P-u-r~I-.

Teac:hef: Purple.
Child:

P-u-r~1

e

TC)acher: Purpil. P-u-r-9

Child:

I-I

Tlac:hef:

~e

P-u-r
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Child: pol·e
Teacher: Purple p·u
Child: r·p+e
Teacher: PurpMI. P
Child: u-r-l-poe
Teacher: Purple.
Child: P-u-r-p-l·e
Motivlting the Itudent is I key ..".,.. in '-aming to 1peI1. Game. and
puuIu are good motivators Ind arl UMfuI foI prllCtice but IhouId not tllkl the
place 01 direct inItrudion. TM following ide. . hay. bNn ~

to be ~ tot

building Itudent . .Nt in tpeIIing.

The LIIIgUage Muter m.~ be UMCI to provide 'IiIuaI. auditory.

tactile and

kinnIt.tic .~ for the 11uOInt. ...,. carda can be rlused by IMliNlting
the tcp portion 01 the card. U. . . pennanent mane.. to ~ the WOfdI on the
cardS..... after the words hay. bMn Ilamed t.y may be eraNd by using I

coaon bd ~ in !\IiI polish remover.

Pictur.. or leiters written in yam may

aIIO be UMCI on the blank c:ardI. After the card hal beer. M1 ttvOUltl the
recorder. the IIudent can nee the word with his finger. (Mercer and Mercer.
1981).
Ghosting is .,.,.. ~ne. . .tk: procedurl

'Of practicing ipeIIiny

WOfdI. HIY. the child write I word on the ChaIIboard and then trace it with his
~ until it
Only the .~. 01 the word rernainI. The child

eta.,..,..

rec.iYu irUrnaI feedbedI; (the .,.... 01 the word) with h. method (O'ZAm«> and
Hedgu.l985).

" the child wantI to provide mote m&IIiYI Kir1uttwtic: due. for twnNIf he
may If10y ·wddng· out his _ling words or .ridIng. ttlIm with his bicyde. A

penlight may even be UMCI to .~ . the words
(Hayl•. 1175).

on •

blank

w.. in • dlttl room

To provide • ~ ~ 0I'''1I*Ing wordI hay. the dliId
........ warda .... hillngar in .... box. The ... box Ia made by lining the

bofbn oil l1li box .... bID CIonIWcIon paper. eov., the bID paper .... .
~ Inch !apr 01 .... The *elk and _ _ imaQe . . child .... ....

10 1

writing a word

IS

using a

to write on white paper

pen(:I'

represe"'abve OIltle blaclo: and while ImpresSions he gets when
The sail box

IS

a'so helpfu' for teaching

the letters of the alphabet, vocabulary . and handwriting
To .tirnuIale

vi~iz.lion. memory, and gross motor ski:'$. 'etltle c:nild waler

~Uing words Give him a paint brush with hall-inch 10 three-inch
bristle. and a sma" container SUCh as a marganne t\,;b or cottage eneese carton
paint tU

filled wiItI water. Alter dipping the brush into Itle water , let him paint the spelling

words on the chaIUloatd. Water painting is also useful for placticing the letters 01
the all)habet, Vocabulary, math facts. and handwriting (Vitale. 1982)
For

the tactile-«inesthetic 'eamer write a spelling word on plain paper and

place the

~r under •

piece of JCl'eening. Have the child trace the word with

tU pointing finger. first with his eyes Open, and then with his eyes dosed. Any
heavily lextured material may be used 10 plovide the sensory stimuli . (Vitale.
1982)

Color CUlS used tor eac:n vOWel help CUe children to the different vowel

~.

Theil colors also help efiminale the omission of middle syUabies in

words. (Ex~ : "Novber. " "Odber") The COlor forces the child to attend to the
middle Part oA ~ word (O'Zano and Hedges. 1985).

Anottler highly Stimulating method tor practicing spelling words invohles body
movement. First, Write the words on large flashcards so they can be seen easily.
Next. take the dlild outside or to the

gym to plaaice the words . J~ng jacM,

~. ~ng. toe-touc:ning. da,:lping, or any type of body movement may be
used. Hold a carel up in front uf the c:tliId and

instrYct him to say and

spell the

t»trx. he does any moving. last of all. have him Ck> as many j~ng
jKttl as required to speI' the word letter ~ letter. The word -'al,," wi" require
wOld

seven ~ng iadls movements. as fo/Iowa :

,

later

a
I

e

....

r

(V..... 1982)
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"arches. CCf11)UteI'-generated CtosswOfd PUZzl.s. and games can be
used with ~ irr~ar words. Plastic lett.rs and ttl. Languag. Master
Word

ar. ~ helpful (Dangle 1987)

SInce proofre~ can ~Oll' spelling performanc• . the tollowing ideas
ar. lUggated ~ O'Z,,"*o and Hedges (1985)
A. HIIv. the student choose the

correct IPI/Iing trom ..v..... alternativ.

~.

FIr..,.

8.
~ which hall' one misspelled word in .1CtI . .nt.nee.
Lei . . IIudInt cirde HCt\ miUpelled word.
C. Th@dic:tIonar, IhouId Ihen be used ~ the student to verify the SUSpeCted
1nOr.

Crouword puutes will motivate some Itudents to beccme bett... spellers.
ChIIting ~ progt'. . . ~ IIIowing one point for .1CtI Ie!... in the correct
PGIition may 8Iao be moIiv8tionll (O'ZMIko and Hedges. 1985).
~ and ~ (1981) prQPO. . the following IPIIIing IICtMty 10 help ttl.
IIudInt wIIh lroubIeaome words. EICtI word thai c.u... the ct1iIcI some difficulty
should be kept in a file boll. '"'- carda IhouId llso contain definitions arQ'or
pic:b. . and IhouId be arranged

~y. Encou-agI IN child 10 study his
new words and delete

CIIIdI and to pr.:llce writing IhIm from "*'lOry. Add

oItwa u he progr...... Accotding 10 the ~ InOIt IPeIIing progI'lmI
pr....... fixed list 01 words alCtl week.

Aft..- the list has bien studied . • tnt is

given (UIUIlIy on Friday). This method IIIdom r.suts in mastery 01 .. the words
~ .. the Itudents. since millpelled words on the tnt at. usually ignored or I.rt
for . . child 10 leam on hia own.

AnaItw procecb. , UIing a flow list flI tpIIIing warda, has been proclaimed
u • mathod in which Itudents learned wordI more quiddy and also IhowacI
..... or

...,.nor ~ 01 learned words.

A fixed list 01 warda ar. given tI.l

. . child to pr--. at hia own rate until he '- MIle to

IPellIhem all COfl'ec:IIy on a

cartaIn ~ 01 testa. Each word '- drQppad when It has bien COfJIcIty ......
on two CIInMQAIve days.

When. word '- drQppad frun . . list • new

10 3

(u~ac:bcedl worct IS added The list IS Individualized $0 that the child does not
~ time placticing known words (Mercer and Mercer. 1981 l .
It is inlx>rtant that the $palling words be corrected Immediately following the
test. the teacher and the pupil analyzing the e",OI's an;:t making the corrections
together
letter

In this pcoc8dure the teacher $palls the word aloud. emphasiZing each

as the

student points to the letter. As the student touches each letter he

notes the trrOl'S and then rewrites the word correctly (Graham and Miller. 1979)

A good visual $palling aCtivity requires the student to COI'Jl)Iete words in
sentences by filling in omitted letters. Reusable work Sheets or dittos may be
constructed by using WOI'ds from basal stories or

~lIing textbooks. For

exllf1)le , The _OQ and C&_ play with a bi __ all (Mercer and Mercer, 1981).
Present several words and their configurations to the child. Have him match
each Word with its configuration (Mefeltr and Mercer. 1981).

baby
daddy
mother

to provide pcac.1ice in letter sequence
of spel~ng WOI'ds. Give the student a puzzle and a ~st of spelling WOI'ds. Ask him
to locate each hidden ~Ning WOI'd and cirCle it (Mere. and MIrCef, 1981)
The hidden WOI'd format may be used

10 4

across

pi e bent

before

a

5

d

r c

each
many

zmnk

yw

Give the child I lamm.r list of spelling wOfds, then describe CJnI of the wOfds
phonetically. FOf exa/Il)Ie, the WOfO
word

M:r0$S

may be deseriblcf as .• two-syllable

~ng with a vOWel and ending with a double consonar.t. After the child

identifies the WOfd give him a h.m to describe a word. othef ways of describing

WOlds might induct. rhyming words, definitiof'ls Of descriptive dues. A game can
be played by having one child describe a wOfd. The other dassmates "e given
one mirUe to guess the wOfd. The first person to say the corr-=t word goes to the

c:t\Ikbolrd and writes it. If he spells it correctly, he gets to describe the next WOfd
(Mer,*, and Mercer, 1981)

Some studsnts may be motivated by practicing the If)IIling words on I
typewriter. The letters can be pronounced as each one it typed, thus combining
Sight. sound and touch.
Vitale (1982) suggests air writing for pradic:ing speUing words. This provides
a good visual model First. write a word on the chalkboard Ind have the child
read it 1Ioud. Next, have him dose his eylS and visualize the word. Spell the
word IOf the child . As the wOfd is being spelled. have him write it in the air with
his index finger While keeping his eylS dosed. While he continues to have his
eyes dosed, ask him to spell the word IS he writes it in the air. Next, Uk him to
see and say the word inside his heed white writing it in the Ii,. Finally, Uk him to
open his 'yea and write the word on paper. (Letterslnd numberI may also be
taught with the use or air writing. )

10 5
Hly. . (1975) ICMlc:atls!he use of lCI'onyma and mnemonic dlvices for

teKtling Uta of words or difficult IPIIIing word.. Thl nonsense words will CUI

!he child to !he ordef of !he list of !he correa ..... in !he word to be 1Pll1ed.
Spelling wordsll'llly be sung 10 1wniIi.,. tunes or !he music SQIe. The

chiIdr.... c.n pr~ tinging the words

U

I group or indhriduIUY with tlachef

direction. During a ipeIing teat !he child c.n be taught

to ling the word.

iramIIy lYbie, 1982).

ero..wara pumea built fJam lpeIIing words provide prKtice in writing !he
definitions. SIudenIa c.n aJao write their own Cl'ouword
p~ by using new and rlVi_ spelling words along with IVlryday words
WOfdI and learning h

(Mercer and~, 1981).

The old tuhioned tpeIIing bel continuea 10 be I favorite for rlview of words .
Two 0Iher mativational gImN follow.
Spell It - - K-.p It Card G.,.
Material.:

CIIdI ..., I!peIing words 'Mitten on tNm and placed on the c:hdIboard tray with
bedIa to . . diu.

Dnc:Iiorw:
DIvide . . aaaa no two teams. Itt. IIudant from one "1m MlICb a ~ and
word. Itt. IIudant from h 0Iher"1m InUIt IPII h word. If n. ...
h word correc:ly n. gMt to keep h card. If . . word is miaIpeIIed a child fJam
. . fint !elm has a c:hInce to IPIII it andgM . . card. Than a IIudant from h

'lads h

MCond !elm ..... and 'lads I card. The PI'OCMa is repeated IM1tiI II the carda

.,. gone from h tray. The winning "1m is the
(Mercer and Mercer, 1981).

one having the molt cardI
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Materials:
Two

sets of 4 ' X 6' <*dI with lders from the ipeIIing WOlds printed on them.

Directions:

The QUI is divided into two teaml IIId nc:h child is given a card. The IHChIf
pronounc:.s a apeIIing WOfd IIId the member. fA nch te ...... arrange lMrnMIva.
in the proper Older at . . front of the room. The te ...... that ~ spells the

WOfd the quicNIt winI a point. The team ... the molt pointS. at . . end fA a
ipeCified time. it . . winner .
Being able to apeII correctly is a......11 .n:. it enables oth.... to rallCt wt\at

has bHn written. The almoSt correct spelling is not good enough u tNa givil
oIhers an unfavorable impflllion IIId thus the ..,..... may be considered

unedllCal.t 01 cweIeU j~ IIId Meroer. '91'}.

the

"1Cher to motivate a.en child to ..... III

tQ

n.r.tore. it is ~ lor

1IbiIiIte• • including audiQy

disC:rimIMtIon. vi..-l dilCriminatlon. ....,....1 memory. IIId IuIOWledga fA
ipIIIing rules. to gain ~ in tQ IPIIIing 1IUIIa.

HANDWRITING
The te~ may find that writing problema fill into two categone.-poor
penmanship Ind/or deficits in writt." e~Nlion. Petrr.anahip or handwriting
involve. the visual-fMtgr lUIs d copying. trlCing. and writing from dictation.

Written e~elllon il • ~ form d ~ which demonstrates how
an Irdvidua/ organizH his ideu to convey a meaaage. -The I6clII d Written
eJCprellion USually Is not acquired until an individual his had extensive

experience with relding. lpelling. and verblle!CprlUion. Problema in Written

e~1IIlon may not be dilgnOMd until the \.q)er element.ty KhooI y• .,.'

(~and Mercer. 1985. p . 435). 'Therefore. the ideu and conm.,. in this
c:t\IpteJ will be directed prWnariIy in the "a. 01 handwriting Iinc:e the Information
in this fileratwe is principally for pQnary teacner. In the elementary KhooI and
aince problems with written e~ellion may not become apparent until later
yaars.
Writing and raiding c:on'CIliment or parallel each othef in~ . . both

require knowtedge

d'" a/phabIt. ciatinquiahing one leiter from another.

IOUnd-Iebf COIrllpOndence. spelling. punctuation. and capitalization. Writing II
C means d -"~ellion invoIvel and il"lteWates viSWII. motor. and conoeptual
abIIitiea (Mercer aM Mercer. 1985).
Many JpeCiaI chileh" have poor handwriting whic:h may be causec:I by poor
fine motor control. poor vilUll discrimination and memory. and/or IPAtiai
diIIic:Utiea.
To atrengIhen InUKte. and ~C'te motor control penn/t the eNd to perform

rnanipUdve exeraa.a auc;h u aAIing wiIh sc:iNora. IqUHzing and molding

Clay. playing gtImea that require dipping c:IoIhe. .. and manipuIdng ImIII

oI:Iiecta IUCt'I u ,.. and bob. cUIes. buIIone. ~ boIIa~. Also. PKNiding
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10 8
ac:tiv~ 101' Ihe child

to write on Ihe chalkbo~rd will strengthen ttle larger muscles

of his shoulder arm. and ~nd . fOl ~ young child this should be practiced

t*or. permitting him to u. . pencil and ~r Geometric shapes. lines. letters.
runblfs. and rjgt-~ drawings on Ihe c:nalkboard can be effective and also
fI.n 101' the child . Some children who have poor motOl control may need to use a
primary-size perCiI. a large crayon . or a pencil grip. It. rubber band 01 tape

around the pencil can be as '"ec:tiv. as the pencil grip (O'Zamko and Hedges.
1985)

For ttII c:tIiId who has poor visual discrimination it may be ~ssary to uso
~ eXlWei..s and materials. Potpourri of Ideas (chapter one)

ClOIlIainI ideas on r.ver.... and R.ading Readiness (in chapter two) contains

ideas on the use of tactile-tUnesthetiC materials. each of which may be effectively
~

to the problems of visual discrimination as related to handwriting

problemS .

The use of colored directional cues such as gr. .n arrQW5 and red dots may
be used to help children learn wt\er, to begin and end movements wt\en making
boCh IN'nuscrv. and CU'siv. letters (O'Z*,,*o and Hedges. 1985).

(green)~

(green'L

I I J.<redl

rmJ(red)
<greenl.

(red)

G

<green)
(red)

(J -(red)
(green)N

Some children may respond be$1 to color coding the strokH. such as green
101 the first

stroke. orange 101' the second. blue 101' the third. and red 101 the last.

Green. as on the traffic ~ght. signals go and red signals stop.
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orllnWblue
green.fl-red
-~

green-+

~red

green ....

K

red

The UN 01 a different crayon for making the vatioulltrokes helps the d1iId

become . . , . 01 the direction 01 the 1Irakea. the formation 01 the stroke• . W1d
~.. him ........... 01 the viIuaI image 01 Nett letter.
AnoIw II'MIhod to help children develop vicual dilCtimination is to provide

the eNId wiIt'I pic:U. . . . contain hidden ~ Iettera (upper arO'or lower
cue). Encourage the child tID IOc:aW .. the hidden lett.... or . . 11m tID ..arch for
Ip-*'c ones. Also. . . the child tID look for or tID thiM 01 things that resemble a
1Pecific ...... (Mercer and w.rc.. t985).

O'Zamko and Hedges (t985) . . . . the following exercise. for developing
vilUal diDimInIdion:

t . Tape large . . . . . forma to the ftoor Ind have pupils wale or hop around
the form.
2. U.. yam and glue to form .......... on consIruction PIQIr .
3. Ha~" pupiIa UN altic:tl (yardlllck. broom hanch. etc.) W1d their bodi..
to form eac:h ......
4. U.. aNd INIItcar to __ a ..... In a paper plate. Cover !he letter with

corn meal or ather

snruar maIIerIaI then have !he ~. write . . lett.... wiItI

their finge,... The Nd INIItc ,'iii prcmc.. ~ when !he child male" !he

correa formIIIion.
5. AI" child forma ...... have him orally dMaibe his mew."..... This
providM IIUIItory "'*.

8. To enoowage left to rigtt Pf'C9NIion tNCtt . . child to".. ~

ow.

........ which are
and Itarted 8IIghIIy to . . right. This lise) facilitate. . .
trIIIIiIon to QQiwe wrIIng.

It a child ia hbIng ..... dIIIIic:UIiea ...... writing paper lNIy be nNded.
For the . . . . . who II hevIng~ ...... proper placement 01 . . . . peper

will ,....., . . . Ill' caIor-codad iii-. may be UNd. GrIph paper I. IIao oftIn

I I (I

uselul when teact1ing children with spatial difficulties ID'ZamkO and Hedges.
1985)
F or the c:t\iId who has problems with letter size andlor staying on the base
line lTlIke a cardboard frame with • rect.ngular piece cut 0Yt. The child writes In

the window area with the cardboard providing. barrier for his downward strokes
Frame. will be needed tor one-line. two-line. and three-line letters. Tape may
also be used on the writing paper to malt! the base lines and the margins (Mercer
and

Mercer.

1985)

rarml
I-ufat-j

Ihpa-d-I
If the stuaent is having difficulty with spacing letters within a single word.

~or betwe4lO word$. an overtay sheet may be h,lpfu/ TaI<e a piece of

nutetlook paper and trace over the ijnes with a felt-tip pen. Next. dr_ vertical
lines whiCh are one-letter distanc. apart. These lines will mllke squares that are

the appfopriate Size for the letters. Have the student place his notebod< paper on
top of this overtay sheet and use the flit-tip lines as a guide for prcper spacing __
a letter in each square and skip one square for the space between words.

Another method to use with !hi; student who has difficulty remembering to space
between words is to give him a pencil that has blue lead on one end and red lead
on the other end. Eacn time he writes a word he
with a

new color thus alternating blue and red.

turns the pencil over and writes

Changing the color for eaK:h word

becomes the cue to space properly. An 8dditional method to help the student
with IPICing between words is to have him place the index finger of his

I II

nonwriting hand al the end of each word The finQer pl'events the words from
running together (.~erc.r and MerC4tf , 19851
A c:NId who has a pl'obIem in writing should have a copy ut the

uwer .00

lower case letters (curSi'le and/or manu5CI'~) I~ on his aesk Often the
distance from the letters on the wall chart to the paper on hiS aesk offers too many

diltrlldiOnS . Having his own cop~ of the letters will make it eaSier lor him to ~..
how the letters are formed and also having a copy of both types of letters,

manuscript arld cursive. will help him make tne transition from manuscript to
CUSive (Grabow, 1978)

As Wal mentioned eartier in the exercises for developing visual

discrimination. O'Zan*o and Heoges (1985) suggest a method of teaching
~ which encourages left

to right pl'ogression and facilitates the transition

from manuscript to curSive This method involves teaching manuscript letter

torms that are oval and slantlCl slightly to the right.
To help ctlildren become more aware of the pl'opIf formation of the cursive
letters have them glue yarn or string on a pattern card that contains a curSive

letter or word (Ha~.,. 1975) Another cursive writing method wt1ich ma~ inl'rove
permanship is to encourage the students to start aU cursive lower ca.e letters

frorn the line . This method will help make the stuOent aware of the differences

betWeen the upper and lower case letters which are Similar (Aa. Ccl Mercer and
MerC4tf (198S) suggest having tne student pl'actice lette~ with similar movement
~attems

at the same time .

A ctlild who has visualleaming probllfT\$ may experience the following types
of writing pl'obIlfT\$: 1. He may leave

out words or phrases when writing. 2.

He

may have troutlle ocpying. 3, He may have trouble writing words he knows well.
To remediate these pl'obilfT\$ tne student can be taught to "talk to himself" while
writing He should repeat over and over to himself the words that he hal read

from the board. While repeating the words he should write them on his paper .
He may begin by tailing aloud to himself then later he can

to himse" (Hayes. 1975. p . 48)

team to "talk"

silenll~
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The following activity is useful in helping students

~

aware of the use

of c:apitalletters in • sentence As I sentence i, read have the children let in a
spec:ffied way to) indicate when the capital letter i. needed. Children might be

liked to Mnd

\4).

WIV, anna. ~. f t. Individual mldren could create

sentences and dired movements (Feinberg. 1976) This idea could also be

.a.pted to induae oonmas. P«ioda. question martls. and exalmaticn martts.

The dcmin.v1t factors for the succeasfuI use of the ideas presented in this

~., are ~ \4) in the following Iix key statements to successful
handwming inatrut1ion.
1. Closely aupenrise handwriting practice while Skills are being formed
2 . Giv.

imrMdia. ~ to corred errors.

3. EmphaSize student analysis 01 error • .

4. Provide ciose-rlnge modeIa of corred lett., formatiOfl.
5. Repeated use 01 drill on corred Id., formation.
6.

E"llhasiz. only tne

activities which have value toward proper

penmanship (Mercer and Mercer. 1985).

CONCLUSION

Each enild IS unique in the f<let that he has his own preferences. deslfes.
abilities. and !earning styles When. te.ener looks tor methods to Instruct the
SpeCial child she needs to conSider the child's uniqueness. Does he learn best
by methods that are auditory. visual. tactile-kinesthetic Of by a combination of

the.- methods? The teacner does not need a new cumcul\.rn tOf tha special

student. however. she may need to modify Of adapt the curriculum . her methods
and materials TherefOfe. she needs to capitalize on the dlild's uniqueness by
USing his strengths to help remediate his weaknesses . by giving the student
choices ttvough the use Of a variety of methods. materials. and strategies. and
then relOiting these new experiences to skills and ideas the dlild already knows
When the child can relate the new infOfmation to ~iS previously learned
information. '18 is mOfe likely to remember and aSSimilate the new The teacher's
100 is to help the child value his uniqueness by building on his self concepts If
he can feel good about himself he will want to learn.
Since all children are different and all have varying needs. it is an inl!ossible
task to give teadlers answers to all the problems of special children. However. it
is Iq:..ed that these Special Ideas will give the teacher some kf. ys to stimulate
her expertise and talen~ so that She may adapt her own ideas tOf the special
Children In her dassroom.
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GLOSSARY
Adaptive Education A process of altering the educational progrwns to

8CICOI11da.. the integration of exceptional ctlildren in the regular auaroom to
include: the identification of educationally relevant ctlaracteristics of gifted
children and those wittI inteUeaual, emotional, physical, apeec:n, language,
aucMory , and visual disabilities l.CiIizltion of relevam special education
methods and materials: modification of the curTicuIum and auaroom

environment; and utilization of supportive serviCe. and personnel,
including resource teachllfs .

Choral Reading: -Aeading done orally by two or more ~Is from the same
pQNge

at the same time· (EkwaU, 1970. p . 31.

Di5luplive CIUSloom Behavior: Any action whictl interfllfe. with instruction or

activitie. 01 an individual student or a group of students. This includes:

ouI-of-M.t 1ICtiona.

t~

inappapiately, the UN of sareum, swear

words, and teR1* tantnms.

H~ :

Having a delic:itncy , especially an anatomic:al. physiological,or

mentIII deficiency , that preve. or reRic:ts normal ad1iev........

Individual Differences: The ra.. at which children leam and the mode with whictl
they leam bat.

I~ Clauroam: An

act 0/1 process 01 bringing ~ the ha"cllt~

......... will . . studIInts in the regular c:taaroam far inItruc:IonIa.
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Leaming Disabled: One whose Ilarning ~ttlm deviates from the norm to such a

degr. . tnat it is difficult for the child
Ofdinary

c:taasroom inltruttion.

to acquire ICademi<: Ikij,s through

For INa child thefe is a dilCfeplnCY betw. .n

ICNlllement and intelligence. in other worda thefe .. a significant difference

bMwHn whit Che child il judged cap.aH 01 learning and what he has
actually ICNlved.

LeISt ~. Environment: The ICtion 01 edI.catIng the

handicllA*S child

will ~ children to the maximum Ixtent approprlatl to that
child.

M. . . .Imed: The procell 01 integrating handicapped pupils into regular
dUlrOCln\S.

Phonic:a: The UN 01 letter IOUnd rllationlhipe to gU\ pronunciation 01 worda.
They indude IlIIming the oonaonant IOUndI (nail. final and madill).
conaonar1I

blends. vow.l 1OUndI. vowet Mea. and n.Ma for the various

IOUndI 01 g. c. and x. Soma auIhor1Iiea ccnsider word fllYlliel and
sy!IabQlion n.Ma

a part 01 phonics (EJtw... 19101.

Sight Word: •Any word that a r . " has Men ef1OI.9'I times in the put to enable
him to ~ • inItanIIy ... '

CEJtw.., 1910. p. 4).

Slow L..,.,.~: The ~I normal 01 dull av.,.. child. or one

wno is boIdertine in

iraIac:tI.., funcIIoning and is lCIfI'IeWhere t.twe.n Che rnerQIIy retarded and
the aver.ge child. TheM children gerw.-y haVI en 10 range ~ below

15 lind Ibove 81. They are among thole found at h

lower end 011 their dass

in ~ ~nt. They Irl nat ~ IIow in .. adIvIties or

8tII1CIm'" in" their~.

1 16

Special Children: A tlnn used to ret.,. to h
~or underac:tliell.,..

"aming (babied. slow learner

Special Education: Specially dNigned inMructiona. at no cost to the patent. to
meet . . needs QA the handiclA)ed child.

SIrudurW AnIIIy...:

-An

incividuaI·. analy'" QA words through the

study QA roab.

pr• • •. 1UIbc... WOfd begiI.lilgi. word endings. posaenilles. plurals. word

familia. CCII11)OUnd words . . . . . ruI... ay"-bic:ation rules' (Ekwall.
1970. p.

4'.

UndwKNewer: The student who doN not reac:tl his potential u • reSYlt QA his

call1d¥antaged envircmlent.
Word AnaIyaiI: "The IbiIity to derive . . pronunciation and/or meaning QA I word

hough phonica. stNr::Nrai anaiy.... or c::orQd dun' (Ekwalt. 1970. p . • ,.
WOld R.cognition: 'A r.adI(. ability to read a WOfd wtIir;:h n. has come Into

contact with pr~.

"may be through • procna QA IUOc:iIling II with Ita
ccntut. Ita ClOI'Ifigurllion. or Iny other means that ena*s him to recognlu I
word'

(Ekwal. 1970. p. 4).
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